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POST-MAO
CHINA

WHAT NOW?
Mao Tse-tung

orJ;~anized mou~ning

T

co~

HE DEATH of Mao Tse-tung, ilnd with it, the
which
fined the- natural outpouring of grief at the leader's death to the specified

times and places, making sure there was no interruption In producllon, may have
created the illusion tha·t unity prevailed In the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party, in the Army,· in the Peoples' Congress, not to mention "the

people of all nationalities.'' But in fact, 1976 was indeed the year of "troubles.
under Heaven," by no means limited to the struggle for Mao's mantle.
It began with Chou En·lai's death in JanuarY; wa~ followed by the campa_lgn
ngainst Teng Hsi<'l'!--;ling soon after he delivered the eulogy for Chou. Throughout

.•

February and March, there were many strikes. The Chinese also showed that they .'
considered the attacks on Teng to be actually din.'Cted against Chou himself. An
editorlcl In the M<~rch lssua of the People's Daily, that was definitely under the
control of the so-called ~·radicals,'! linked the first meteorite shower which hit
Klrin Province to another ancient one which hr~d been followed by an historic
eartho:juake that h<:d occuned 300 B.C.: "Some people made use of a meteorite
to start the reactionary rumor that 'the land will be di\lided after death of the
First Emr;-eror.' "
Touched uff by the removal of the wreaths from the grave of Chou, the
masses by the hundreds of thousands poured into Tien An Men Square. So massive,
militant and spontaneou!l a demonstration China had not seen since the Cultural
Revolution, and it definitely was In opposition to the so-called "radicals" as well
as the "moderates." But the two factions collaborated with the Army and crushed
the demonstration, blaming Teng for ''conspiring" in it. He was removed from a!J
his posts. Hua Kuo-feng was his replacement.
It was to be Mao's last hurrah: and it tells a great deal about how thread·
bare was Mao's Thought, what a void there Yr.IS in any Last Testament, written or
unwritten. Tho "year of troubles under Heaven" was rushing onward as Mao's life
was sinking f~om him.
By July, nature itself empted: the most devastating earthquake hit China at
its most Industrial centers. The three main industrial casualties of the Tangshan
earthQuake were coal, st~l and electricity, plus great damage In China's third
l!i.rge.;t city, Tientsin. t-or tne Tlrst ·time aver in Mao's Cilin11, eclii.oriais repori.t:d
looting.
No figures were ever gi•1cn as to how many people died, but it Is thought
that there were as many as 100,000. Such a natural disaster, for which the
Central Committee Is certainly not responsible, nevertheless produced a series of
slogans like: "Do not become entansled in old grudges among revolutionary
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masses." "Do not engage in organized fighting te<~ms, nnd still less In struggles by
fe~rce." In a word, eviden!ly the struggle for power continued unabated. The onl"
thing all rulers agreed on was to demand ttlat the workers "increase produetio11.

There clearly had been quite a bit of unrest" in the country, especial.,
amc:ng the most militant of the workers. This further intensified the struggle for

power nt the top, This became clearer still when Mao died on Sept, 9. First, the
rulers waited 16 hours befon• m:o~d!'g the announcement. By then it was clear
that the mourning would be confined Ia designated times and places. Then the

funeral list which was published revealed that three important leaders were
absent- the Director of the ,:';:::;:; Agency, the Mini$.\er of Education, an_d most

telling of all, Wan Li, the Minister of Railways, The last strikes were in the railways. What was soon to follow was not clear since all other memb~rs of the Central
Committee and members of Mao's family slcoc.J "unified."

T

HE VERY APPEARANCE of urllty of the leaderShip, of whatever faCtion, standing together_ on tne specially-built platform j,, Tien An Men Square while
Premier Hua Kuo-feng deli11ered the eulogy to the million sathered there, was;
however, belled by the speech itself which, whHe proclaiming unity, mellnt it only
for the masses tc continue to wotk and wol'k harder as Hua lashed out against
"factionalism."
·
The unanimity of the Central Committee of the Ct.inese Communist Party on
display wtJS hardly to last more thim a single day. And it took only a month for
Hua Kuo-feng to win o11er the other fightina: heirs. It is the speed of that victory
over Chiang Ching, Mao's widow and leader of the so-called radicals, that amazed
everyone and got the Western world scunying about for explanations of this unex·
pected "miracle." The two opposing "last wills" that surfaCed cannQt substitute
for an analysi5 of "the Thoug!"lt of Mao Tse-tung'' against the objective situations
In the world as they developed since Mao gained state power, especially the last
decade he hcd ·designated a.s "The Great Proletarian Culturo1l Revolution." The
light the-y shed is the opposite of what either heir intended.
The rapid victory of Hua Kuo-fPng .over the major known tendency- Chiang
Ching, Wang H~ng-wen, Chang CJ'!:...n·chiao and Yao Wen-yuan- makes his version
of Ma-o's ''Will," if any such exl!tts, the one that pours out of all mass media. It Is,
however, first necessary to I~ at what Chiang Ching clalnied to be'the "Will,"
not because that Jo; necessarily any truer than t-tua's version, but because one of
these was circulated whiiP. Mao Was still alive, whether or not he knew about lt.
Moreover, the cirtulation Came directly after Mao's last hurrah, with his victory
over Teng and choice of Hua Kuo-feng as· his replacement. It was supposed to
have been written in the form of a poem which, far from manifesting estrangement between Mao and Chiang, el(uded warm feelings for her: "You have been
wronged. Today we are separating in two worlds. May each keep his peace. These
few words may be my last message teo you."1
Far from accusing Chiang· of ' 1 rr~i~· nrnbitions," Mao had allegedly pointed
a wamin~ and a way to continue th~ fight:
"Human lite is limited , •• In the struggle of the ~-·• ~.ten years, I have
tried to reach thl! peak of revolution, but I was not successful. But you could
reach the top .•• If you fail, you will plunge into a fathomless abyss, Your
body will shatter. Your bones will break ••• It will be necessary to wage
partisan warfare once again,"
The final W!lmlng Wils against "foreigners." Just as the collapse of Chiang
Kal·shek's KuCtmir.tang was due to belief in 11foreigners," so she must

.,
/

tTtle most compl..te auotu In El'allsh from what Chlana China circulated appan In VIctor
Zorza'a "Mao's Lnt Will and Te1tamenr• (Manchuter Gu•rdlan, 11·7·76).
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beware or both the U.S. and Russia- ''The bird and the northern bear are equally
to be distrusted."
·
let us for the moment disregard that that seems to fly in the face of thB
fact that Mao was the one who rolled out the red carpet for Nh(on (and that :-:tt~r
ridding himself of lin Piao who evidently opposed that moveh that Mao was the
one who also invited Schlesinger to China the moment Ford fired him for resisting
detente wilh Russ:a; :md that, 1n that resjX:t:l at least, Hua surely carried through
Mao's ''Will" and now has the U.S. government's promise to sell China the Cyber
compute~ which can ca!;ily be used for military purposes.
The will which Hua Kuo-feng refers to as "forr;:ed'' refers not at all to the
''Will" which ·.vas circulated back during the summer, at the very time when Teng
. ____ · - ... was rPmnvPd and Hua was desillr.ateC.: as Tcmfs_replacerrJ!n.t •. J.nsle!I_J...... !!J.!L~'"!I..H: _ _ ~·--~-'---- ~~~~~tion of forgery against Chiang Ching is based em the fact that she is supposed to
have been "arrested whils they were forging Mao's will on the transfer of political
power. The group of conspirators were surrou11ded by security forces which,
according to another reliable source, were composed of the personal bodyguards of
Hua.''2 Another dispatch said that Chiang brought that "forged'' document to the
session. of the Central Committee an Oct. 6, and was arrested Oct. 7 with the
whole Committee_ voting for _Hua as Chairman,
Along with these dispatches from london ar.d New York came one from
Peking by the le Mondo correspondent, Alain Jacob. It quoted the People's Dally,
.,
Red Star, and Liberation Dally, all of which published a common editorial on
Oct. 25, to the effect that Mao sent a note to Hua, April 30, In hfs own handwrit·
ing. It ~-e~d: "It's you who'll be running the show so my mind's at rest." Further,
It is claimed f.l.ao "made certain arrangements to settle this problem," that Is to
say, the question of the "gang of four." Moreover, it is first now reported that, as
far back as 1974, Mao appealed'to the "small group of four persons" not to set
up a '.'faction.''.Even more seriously, Mao is supposed to have warned others that
"Chiang Ching has crazy ambitions ••. She wants Wang Hung·wen to be Chair·
man of th'e People's National Congress StandinR: CommittP.es, and she herself
;.vants to be Chairman of the Pa~ty Central Committee."
HAT IS A FACT is the disagre~ment on the Chou-Teng way of carrying out ·
a Five Year Plan, and a long-range 20-year Plan to-make China a global
economic power. The campaign against Ten;;: waS really an attack on Chou En·lai.
The Chinese masses evidently had felt.all along that ·chou En·lai had escaped an
unnatural death by dying a natural death. Thus, the April 1976 dem011stration was
the first spontaneous one since the Cultural Revolution 8nd It was in opposition to
the new rulers. Chiang Ctiing topped that list. But Hua Kuo-feng, as top cop,
differed not at all with Chiang In putting down that demonstration. The arrests
were followert by the removal or Teng. All, all- Mao himself and Chiang Ching
and Hua •·.~.o-feng- were a: one when It- comes to hitting out against the
Chinese masses.
One provable fact about her "wild c.mbitions" Is that Chiang sat mum at the
last National People's Congress, In 1975, and while she was not removed from
the Central Commlttt!e, neither she, nor her colleagues, had gotten pvernment
posts. But then It is also the Congress Mao himself had not attenC:ed. At the same
time, he made himself visible- and it was not by opposing "foreigners," but the

W

:The New VatiC Timtl reports /9-3D-75, 10.14·75) 11re from Hon1 Kot1'1. The Toronto Qlobe
end Mill does daft from Pckln1. but I found the tnost thorou111 official pren report to bo
tne one In the La Monde SKI!on of the Manchester Querdlen llD-31·76), See ei&O the
ertlcle br Merle Gfttdmen iCIUIItlln ac11nce Monitor, 10.21·76}, end "The Comlna Power
Strul£11"' by T•zrano Terunl (LI RlpubUta, Ro,me), excerptld In AUII Report, November
1976.
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very opposite. Far from keeping equidistance from the U.S. and Russia, he was

entertaining no less a reactionary than Franz Josef Stuuss, and arranging for a
Boeing 707 to fly to California for the purpose of bringing Nixon to China.
No doubt

Indeed, the fourth mernt•er of that overseer group -Wang- who is played
up as "worker," and whom Mao and lin Piao had raised to Central Committee
status to prove just how "proletarian" the leadership had become :~s a result of

tl'le Cultural Revolution, ·was in that Shanghai cotton mill, not as worker but as
m5mber of the pollee force lhore. He was appointed to trade-union IE:adershlp by
the "radical Shan!ihai group,'' i.e., Chang, Yao and Chiang, because he was so
ruthless in break!ng strikes by rank·and·flle workers demandin~ pay incr.eases and
better conditions of labor, for which he promptly dubbed them "economists."
After all, Yao, the press tsar for Mao, had declared the correct treatment for
every critic of Mao's Thought as "beat the wild dog to death."

..
l

l'

Whether or not the f.l ill)' thought Chiang had anything to ccntributc -· :md
that Is very doubtful indeed- surely Mao gave her such illusions. In any case,
she thought herself so important and, like Mao, SO·distrustful of an:rone else, that
without telling either Mao or the Central Comr.,:ttee, she chose a Western historian,
Roxanne Wilke, to pour her heart out to. It was thE< beginning of the end for her.
I believe It was su, not because the present ruling clique Is using It against her
and concocting a story of "betrayal of state secrets," but because Mao, judglng'by
all' he did fo more worthy sUccessors like Llu and Lin, would have resented any
Ego parading him or herself as the new type of person to emerge out of China.
There Is no point in waiting for the juicy storY Roxanne Wltke Is readying
for publlcation. The point is that the mild flurry of posters against Chiang back
In 1973·74, when it became known she told her life's story to a Western historian, had not proceeded further, unless that was the reason behind her not being given
a state post In 1975. What has h<~ppened since 1974, when Mao first warned
Chiang against building factions? Nnne have explained that, or what happened
during th~ whole period between P.prll 30 when Mao wrQte Hua, choosing him as
successor and warning him of Chiang's "wild ambitions," and Mao's death,
Sept. 8, 1976.

T

HE MASS MEOlA had remained In that faction's hands .. Tantalizlng Is the fact
that just before the removal of Teng (but when the campaign against him was
already In full swing), there was such total concentration against "capitalist
readers'' that Mao once. again {March 10, 1976) pinpointed the struggle as orie
within tho Communist Partyr "A socialist revolution is being conducted without
knowing where the bt'Urgeolsle are. They are In the Communist Party."
Now, however, foreign policy Is broughllnto the campaign against "the lj;ang.
of four''r "At th'! international level, it was planning to Jettison the principle of __ .
proletarian Internationalism and capitulate to Imperialism." Whether Hua Kuo-feng
anlj his cohorts meant to include "social lmr"'rlalism," meaning Russht, was not
clear. But when Brezhnev tried to Interpret thl! Chinese totesram on the anniver~
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sary of the Russian Re..,olution as a "softening" of relations between Russia and
China, Hua Kuo--fcng promptly called Brezhnev "a liar."
Th~e has a:~.,ays been no small amount of ambivalence on the question
throYm in, most deliberately, throughout Mao's campaign of "Russia is Enemy
No, 1." That was so during periods when all of the actual activity and relations
seemed to favor the U.S. The fact that they want to have it both ways is pure
Big Power politicking. We must instead see what flows logically from Mao's legacy.
The fact that one can interpret the ''Will" {no matter which Will one chooses) any
way one pleases, testifies to one thing and one thing only, and it is not just a
question of what the interpreter says. Rather it is the many gapin& lacunae in
Mao's heritar ,,
~What is of the essence is not that he has not de.;ignate~ 3ny one, singly Or
coiieciivd1, o~:. iin:: ''jr,l,::r;tv;~,'' :: :~ :~::t h.: h::: ::.~~!~;:"1 ::!!•- :!!!'!!! not Qnl~ thoc:.~t
he physically eliminated -of any actual root~ in the Chinese Revolution, or its
·philo$0J)hV. Thus, it is not only that those he had first designated as "closest
comrodto-in-arms"- first Liu ShaCH:hi as Party, then Lin Piao as Army-- he then
'".3!)~ traitOI"S. It is that all history has· been so rewritten that none eJCists with
any. historic past. Since the elimination was achieved, not via an open struggle
of "tWo lines" that had equal access, if not to the mass media, at least to the
''cadres" of the Party~ or the Arr:r/, or,the State, but via declaring them to ba
11capitalist readers," and to have "ul'llll}'S" been that, there Is no hl~;~l)f}' other than
that of Mao and Mao alone.
In a word, there Is no hist01y_ of th~ Chinese masses eJCcept as an abstrac·
tloo. The history of the Chinese Revoh.. ti'.n is ihe history of Mao: the thought of
that revolution is the Thought of Mao. None who f'IOW fight for his mantle have
roots in either.
Unity, then, could hardly have meant more than a temporary road to Power.
As the world has known ever since the days of Stalin, when he unleashed the
attack on Trotsky as "egotist'' who wanted the mantle of Ler.in for him·~u. while
he, humble Stalin, saw the possibility of Lenin's work in a "collective leadership,"
such collectivity has ever been the .path to Single Man Rule. Every revolution
seems to devour its own children: the Chinese, Mao made sUre, In devouring its
children, left One and only One untainted.
. Is Hua really the anointed one? IS Hua reatly that much stronger than
Stalin, that he could, in one month, achieve the expulsion of the "radicals," when
It took Stalin years to nchleve the expulsion of Trotsky and the Left. Opposition?
It took Stalin another whole decade to eliminate the whole General Staff of the
Russian Revolution In the MoscoW Frame-Up Trials of 1936-38. Is It that Lenin
had left the General Staff of tho Revolution !ntact, while Mao hnd tollminated all
his "closest comrades-ln-atms"? And since Mao did so, not by an open ·clash of
Ideas of differences In policy, txlt through out·and-out calumny, hasn't Mao thus
laid the political ground fot the Minister of Public Security to proceed that reek·
lessly, just because he had no Ideological need to prove anything?

The point Is th11t neither the so-called 11 rrl0derates" headed by Hua, who
stJcceeded at once to get the Army with hlm, nor the oo-called "radicals" headed
by Chiang Ching, who had none of either th!! charisma or the Long Marth ex·
perlence, much less the original authorship {philosophy) of Mao Tse-tung Thought,
can lay belle!lable_ claim to "Maoism," Its leg:scy, Its totality- philosophy, politics
and practice- stretching o11er r.t:r!y :! ll!lf-r.entury.
-·

W

E MUST nc"rer forget Mao's ptnchant for the extreme rlght·wlns world
leaders, out of, as well os in power, so long as they saw RuSsia as Enemy
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No, 1. The meeting with Strauss was followed by the sending of a Boeing 707
to California for the sole purpose of bringing the disgraced, Watergate-soaked
Richard Milhous Nhton to Peking. Judging by the P"aise showered on Defense
Secretary Schlesinger when Ford dismissed him for opposing such close detente

with Russia, it was clear that Mao would have preferred getting Schlesinger to
China. And ths.t is exactly what did happen when Mao was already on his death

bed and Hua C3nied through with a lavish welcome to Schlesinger who, in turn,
was quick to "!earn" all about "people's wars'' and, at the same time, speak of
the need for "modem t.veaponry."
Since Russia still remalne.:t "Enemy No. 1," Mao did not even. exclude a
po:;:ible alli:mee ':lith ~p~rt~e!d Sc>...!th Afric~. !! 1!: true tr.at his ~!.!r.'::"'!'t fiX tl,~
African puppets of USA·South Africa-Zaire backfired, and he had to claim that he
had cut off all relations with them. What he didn't change was the continuing
fight against Russia.
Nevertt1eless, it is not foreign policy that dominated over the domestic
policy, but vice versa, and that was not limited to the years, 1975-76, but was the
motivating force for Mao's original philosophy. What, however, Is decisive is the
actual class struggles between capital and labor, a~ against those Mao cho~e to
d£:signate as "caO)italist roaders." And, whet disturbed Mao mo!Ot about the
·National People's Congress he didn't attend was the fa-.t that there had been
strikes throughout the country, that Jabot· unrest also permeated the countryside,
and that the new Constitution had granttKI tnem the right to strike as well as some
"small plots of land for personal needs" and some private livestock.
Instead of attending the Corlgress, Mao unloosed a "theoreth::al" debate on
th-e need to strengthen the "dictatorship of the proletariat." "Economism" was the
designation Mao directed against the workers who demanded better conditions of
labor and a raise in their miserly wnges. In Us place, he demanded "revolutionary
energy" which would release untold hours, of unpaid labor rather than ''give In" to
"material incerttlves." Despite the sameness of clothing between the rulers and
the ruled, l~(:re are many sufficient inequalities, all tippfid against the masses.3
It Is not that the rest of the· leadership, Teng especlal!y, were not. as sharply
directed for more and more production. It i!: that Mao felt he could get It via
"rectification" and "politics," "~ao's Thought" in command.

"
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HAT, ,THEN, Is Mao's legacy? Is It what It appeared. to be when hil first
gained undisputed leader5hip In the Chinese Communist Party after the
Long March and when he first ga\•e his own versiOn of what contradiction is In
1937? Is It what It became in the Cultural Revolution- a fight r~galnst his
co-leaders of the Long MarCh? 0( Is it what It was In tha last year of his life,
otter all the original founders of Maol:un had been eliminated and he had to
reach down to ths top cop in the land, Hua Kuo-feng7
M30ism- historically, philo~'3phlc811y, E.lobally- reached Its apogee during the Cultural Revolution. Friend and foe ahke !lgree that that Is th6' createst
legacy of Moo Ts~tung Thought. It by no means signifies that It Is what Its Inter·
preters say it Is, whether they be "moderates," or "radicals," or ''obJe~tlve"
5eholer!:. It Is ;;:n hlstl".rir: f;;;t 11·:.~ !!!:. !:;:.::,: ~.:.Vi ;,-,.:.:uUo Wi.h lhe conquest oi
poMr·and the "continuous revolutions" that are supposed to follow. It Is this
which bocame the challenge to the prev-iously-&lsUng world revolutionary center

3FOI' thfl latnt atudy, ••• "Inequality and Stralllleatlon In China," by Martin Kln1 Whrt• In
The Chin. GUII11rl)'1 #64 (London, Dec. 1975), pp. 68~711, Bllldll traeln1 lniQUIIIt)' II
bllt polllb!l Whln IOUrc:ll are dellbaralll)' 10 1111111r, tM IUihor 11110 polnll to )Uit hOW
dltflr.ult it Ia to lnltl th• pllenomenon of lh1 nt'W Cllllttnu "thl children of a communi
:~~~ =~·-~~~~o ~:r: .!~m poor pNsant statu• at the tim• of land.~r~.~~ ~~,.:- •• _,_; . ~: _
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-Lenin's Russia, not Stalin's, that is to ~y. the proletarian. revolution of 1917,
not Stalin's "bloc of four classes." Thereby it also claimed originality, i.e., to be
"spokesman'' for the Third World.
The most ccmpn.•s:..:d e~pression of what was new, as Mao ~w 'u, occurred
during the Cultural Revolution. It had three central points: (1) Mao's concept of
the philosophy of On Contradiction; (21 Mao's concept of rectification; and (3) the
role of the Army.
Once Mao had gained undisputed leadership in 1935; and In 1937 devel·
oped his contribution philosophiC<llly-On Contradiction-which to this day
remains his main "original'~ contribution, he insist"!d that it was not true that the
c::;;:io.'iii:. c.:.;:'r.Hlkt:u;. b;;tw~cii tiipilc.: <and !DIM wa:. the U~i:.ivc Utt:aio., Ut~.
motive force of re\'Oiution. ThJt was tha "main aspect" of the contradiction, but,
Mao maintained, the "secondary" contradiction, politics, can become the decisive
factor. And since primary and secondary contradictions "can" thus change places,
politics becomes primary,
What was "just" theo;y in 1937, permitting Mao nevertheless the practical
politics of saving Chiung Kai-shek from the .wrath of his troops who had him
arrested (once Chiang consented to a united. front with Mao) b\!came, In 1957,
On the Correct H:mdllne of Contradictions Arnone tho Peoplo. Or, how, at one
and the same time, China could be insulated from a revolt similar to that of the
Hungarian Revolution, and: "To increase production, greater, faster, better and
mort~ economical must be ~tressed." Let us never forget the way the word "revi·
sionism" arose in our epoch. It was arainst the Hungarian revolutionaries who had
opposed Russian Communist totalitarianism. It was when Mao and Krushchev acted
together to put down th:.t revolt.
necently, critical documents called Wan·sul• that appeared in China In
1967 and 1909 hAve become available, and give a still 'dl.fferent view both of the
relations to Stalin's Russia and to the whole question of the primacy of super·
structure. It is for this reason that what Is most rclcvlmt Is to also look at super
structure with the eyes of the Cultural Revolution on the question of Mao's relation
to Stalin. Much ado was made of his criticism of Stalin In 1959, As against those
who cite that to prove Mao's originality, the faet Is that Mao followed Stalin's
revisions of ~~anclsn1 on tho law of value,· disagreeing with him only on Stalin's
not giving prlr:~:Jcy to the superstructure.
4

M

AO BEGAN his critiqUe of Stallt;'s last wor1c, Economic Probl1ms of

Socialism In the SoVllt Union, by pointing to this "error''1 "This book has
not a word on superstructure from beginning to end." Otherwise, Mao not only
accepted Stalin's revision of Marx's analysis of the law of value as the motive
force of capitalism, Insisting that It did Indeed work both in Russia and in China,
though each· Is a "socialist land," but also ln»lsted that commodity production will
continue to operate, and Insisted also that to talk of ''the abolition of commodity
. and commodit)l procluctloa and the announcement of ownership by ell the· people
would deprive peasants of their production."
Like Stalin, Mao denied that labor Is exploited, ahd like Stalin's Duraes.
Mao's "rectifications" were said to make the difference In labor's role1 ''At preSent
In our system, to say that labor Is a commodity and the workers are 'hired' Is
iiMII Tt ..IURJ ltU•htl1n1 WlftoiUI (lonr Lhttl M.to Ta•tuna ThOtJihU, lot.llllnl 9i6 paaet,
11pp1.1red In Chine In 1Wo volum .. In 1067 end 1PG9. It wet publlthld In EnaUth undlt
thtl lltlti MltUII1n1 11r MIG 1'. .tunr ThiUihl (114..1111), ,lrt I, Ftlbrutry :10, lt74, 1nd
1 1

1

:1~ ~ ~u':'oc~~T~ t~·n~~~ionO:P:~~t:'c~~~:=~:;:~:i.!~~,s T~wR.~:'.:;-gh,~~~~~~~~~~:,

by John CUUnp, publlthtd In GlUt lrlttln1 tnd Cflalrmtn Mtl Tllkl II 1111 ,OIPIII Tllilt
tnd l.IUtrt, Jllf.1171, ldllftl by stutrt !khttm 1nd publl•twd b)' Plnlhton, N"" Yotk,
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absolute nonsense. After rcclificaticn and the anti-Rightist campaigns, labor is
no longer a commodity."
Mao's critique of Stulin's underedimation of the peasantry did not rl!fcr to
economics, but politics: "All the'>e belong to superstructure, to the ideological.
Stalin only talked of economics, n:tt politics .•. Some attribute the saying {'all
for one, one for all') to Marx, but we do not need to spread it even if Mane did."
Moreover (not waiting till 1971 when Lin Piao accu!.ed him of being today's
Emperor Ch'in), Mao launched into praise of Ch'in Shih·huang {259·210 B.C.), who
had been "wrongly branded as an evil mal"'."
:----------------~----- ----v;lliitit~"<ivivfgut""tfialr-95~Trd-"=..-1S1"ltand_~~---ciaH:;-in-¥-l-7G;-<',-:.~---.-. ------:--·------c-------'---'cc
that it was precisely that ancient period of unification of the nation and book
burning and most brutal oppression of the peasantry that did indeed produce the
first great peasant revolt hl recorded history,
In the 1959 ~riticism of St~lin, Mao did not limit it to contradiction but"
correctly cit~ its pivotal point to be "negation or negation":
"Things will in·1ariably head toward their opposites .. The dialectics of
Greece, the metaphysics or the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance ••. It was
a negation of negation. China was also like this. The contention of one hundred
schools of thought in the period of Warring States was dialecticS and the
classkal. learning of feudal times was metaphysics. Now we have retum.!d to
talking about dialectics , .. lenin's diillectics, Stalin's metaphysics, and
presen'i·day dialectics. All this is also a n£>gation of negation."
I
Ctmtrast this 1959 article, "Examples of Dialectics," to the most popular
i
one during the Cultural Revolution, where Mao said quite the opposite in "Talk on
rroblens of Phllo:;ophy." There, Mao toe!<;, lSO·desree turn-a!Y.lut, decreeing that
"ther~ is basically no negation of the negation'':
·
·
. "Engels spoke abt:lut the three categories, but I don't believe two or them
·, • • there is basically no negation of negation • , • there is no such thing
as the ~~~galion of negation , . , When we speak about the destruction of man·
kind, we ·:ue saying that something· more advanced than mankind will be
produced. ·•:~
·
It was not, however, so much the ending of "continuous revolutions" as
·
directJng it all ilgainst Russia.
No need now to rehash those three years, 1966-69, which made Mao elevate
Lin Piao to "clasest comrade-in-arms and successor" to himself, and insert that
command directly Into the Party Constitution. Mao was too well versed in Intra·
party leadership squabbles and fighl!i for power and "wearing the Moster's mantle,"
not only in China but In Russio- and there are too many parallels with what
happened when Stalin died and this was followed, first by the Beria purge, and
then the ouster of Malenkov, and finally Khrushchev's de-Stalinization- to have
any illusions on th~ score of Hua Kuo-feng's nbility to withstand the challenges,
_
especially from the masses in the countrys!~e.
In choosing Hua at the end of life, it dk not necessarily mean that Hua

I

'

liTho e.dent to which Mao'• "dltlect:cs" have obfuo~cat~ thou&ht el1o In "the Wilt" tmldst
the SlnoloRittt '' nowhere mol"'o~ tl'idenl than in tho ltltlt worM on Juat th~•• Wtn•IUI
document• b~ one of the top aet;olers, Stuart Schram, who u .. ''Olympian dettchment lr::
which he (Mao) looks forward noi 'lnl~ to tho ultlmote sUDII'Itlllon ol cnmmunlsm lllell
b~ a hl&her IOCitl fc.rm, but to the ullncllon or the human race, and to the edvent of
creetur11 I!VOI~vd from hor111, c::~wt, shaep or ln11cts. 'When theoloalent tllk about
di)Omltlt)',' h• dtclued, 'lhtY are pusimllllc end terrify people. Wo U)' the end of man•
kind Is somt-thlna lhtt wm produce soml!lhln& more tdvancod then mankind.'" Chtlrmtn
Mao Ttl~• to tht l"tople, Stuert Schram, ad., pp, 26·27. In contrttl to currtnt tcholara II
Chlnue Clvlllaatlon and Burealicr•cy (Ytlt University P,.n, Ul&-41, the mo'l p~ound study,
b)' Etlenno Elaleu, which Ulumlntlll tho present sllutllon lind etpeclelly 10 on TtlllU&ht
end Hillary.
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became -.. •e a••oinll-d one. 1/.'hat never left Mao, however- and that was the
Great D.:olusi:)(J ·-was that all was well Oflce what prevailed .vas "Mao Tse-tung
Thought." Prodl•.:tior. 1s not, however, a matte• of "Thought'' or "superstructure,"
with the prim:.ry Md secondary "aspects" of the contradictions changing places on
command wi'.h "rectification" being the judge.

A

FTER ALL is said and Jone, what -:ent Mao intu another spin was not tho
"subjective" situation, but the very real objective world developments during
the period si.oce he had initiated his own detente with U.S. imperialism. U.S.
!~~~ri::!l-i!-m-hi!d·!t~-cwr!-f'e:o~-~e~~ •• & .. '"' ......,nt~t~fit;-n••clT"it----------
was not Chin_a, but Russia, that had been scoring "victories." It was the possibility
of a global realignment tnat once again led to Mao's revisionil't philosophical
conce:;~t of the primacy_ of superstructure, this time applying it not only within
China, but in the straight capitalistic wo:Jd, now dubbed the "Second World."
Thus,. after China's entrt into the UN, with Teng as spokesman (and- M01o's
Thought dominant), China espoused a new division of the world, designating
Western European and Japanese capitalism· as "Second World," with which
"socialism" could collaborate. NATO seemed to liSten-Until an actual Portuguese
revolution occurred and threatened totally to undermine NATO. TMreuoon NATO
found and preferred the Second International helping the Portuguese Socialist
Party to keep Portusal in line with "the We!at,"
As for the Communist Parties in em;~ country, both the Italian Communist
Party and the French, who certainlY are departnlK from the Russian monolith, do
so r.ot in order to gc with China, but because they themselves, nationalistically,
strive for class coliaborationism, ''sharing _power." A state-capitalist world, '
Balkanized, is in no way ready to move China up to the centP.r of the world.
Thus, in Africa, where Mao's China certainly Seemed to make great headway,
both with the Tan-Zam.railway ilnd concepts of guerrilla warfare, the Angolan
revolution was helped so substantially by Russia and Cuba, that Mao could. not
hope to recapture the momentum, of being considered the "most revolutlona.y",''
much lesS of g:·eatest assistance to national revolutionary movements. Indeed, the
attempts to Wl,rk with one of the puppets, even where that was helped by
apartheid Solo',h 'Africa, boomeianged; Mao had (so he claimed) withdrawn all
aid there.
·
·

..
l

t

I

Thus,_ what good was it for him to !ihow the Chinese leadership that he,
Mao, had been right all along. not to go all out for North Vietnam, when now, right
on the doorstep ro~ China, the whole of Vietnam was with Russia. Russia was
everywhere "sumundi·.:g China," in Southeast Asia, in Wei.t Europe, on the ~uth·
ern flank of NATO, in Africa, And In the Arab Middle East, where Mao had always
played up tllat, whereas Russia had recognized Israel, China never had (never mind
that Mao's Ch;na did not exist then!), ChinD this time had to tell thl! PLO in the
UN Security Council that Russia was "even worse" than Israel!
All these objeet111e events internationally came at the very time when inside
the land, the Chou·Teng new Constitution, thOugh constantly "quoting" Mao
Tse·tung Thought, had announced the right to strike, the right to small plots of
land. And small as they might have been, it was certainly "rEvisionism" to rely
on "materlai i11eentives" and to sharpr::n the division cetween worker and Intel·
lectual, as t:ould be evldtmced by ha~ing that "capilalist reader," Nieh Jung-chen,
h~adlng Science 3nd Technology.
Actually, Mao's last hurrah was itself weak·voiced. He had not unfolded a
nP.w banner, or "unified" the classes; and tile slogan, "Dig trenches deep," came
to the U.S. via the disgraced has-been Nixon. The crisis Is world·wide, not just
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In Russia, or in China. The whole world is in deep recession with endless nuclear
build-up to end civilization. And whom 'could Mao inspire with Maoisms such as
"the end of mankind is something ihat will produce something more advanced
than mankind"?

W21rfare, as

adjective,

1 not i

end of civilization as we
'
.
Mao, too, could not "negate" the truth- the masses are not Just poor, they

ure rebellious. He could not forget that calling those rebellious masses "ultra-

lefts" and having lin Piao put them down had not extinguished such manifesto!i
as Whither China? by the Sheng Wu·lien.o All It did was drive them underground.
The fact that Hu::~ has =ourvived both the "ultr~·left" and the ''radicals" In no way
B5sures him long life. It only heightens the contradictions within China as its
foreign policy has but one principle- Russia is Enemy No, 1 -thus allowing
China to play with U.S. Imperialism.
After the publication of Philosophy and Revolution, those who criticized my
analysis of "The Thought of M!tO-Tse-tung" wrote: ·
"The Chinese Revolulion was not only the greatest revoluticn to emerge
out of World War II, and not only stopped the U.S. In its tracks In Korea; but
so much does Mao move from revoh•tlon to revolution to ravolutio;, that he
also Initiated the struggle against his own co-leaders and his own Party and
his own Anny.
·
"Although th'ese revolutionaries h&d been with him during the Long March
'1\.tdch paved the way for that most orls:inal and most massive of revolutions,
Mao thinks only of the people, and not In paSt but present terms. His thought
Is areater even than Marx and lenin (and this In a tiny w~isper, for my critics
don't really wish to be heard on this) and Stalin, because lt Is our age, It Is
. todlty, it is the future. The Gre-at Proletarian Cultural Revolution pointed-the
way fer the Vlorld."
·
·
For the ~e ·of argument, and that only, let's shut out of our minds the
global struggle that is not at all limited to U.S.·Russia, but includes that crucial
most massive power on· earth- 800 million Chinese. let's also delude ourselves
that that massive. power, being part of the Third World that is the real focal point
of revolution, can obviate the truth that Mac himself is the head- of an existing
state power that exploits Its own masses, as do all rulers. Let's even be willing,
for a moment, to blind ourselves to all renlity, and listen, listen, listen only to
Mao's Thought, that tho Cultural Revolution would put an end, once and for all,
to all di11lsion between mental and manual labor, let's take all Mao's undisciplined
verbl11ge for the only, the total truth.
What hi that Thought, that philosophy of pure, unadulterated and continuous
great prolEtllrlan cultural revolutions"? It Is, first, what lt had been from the
moment Mao started his most original path to military power by taking the peasant
llrmy h~t led on a different path than the proletarian revolution Chiang Kal·shek
had Just destroyed, after which Chiang continued his endless extermination cam·
palgns against Mao's army, Philosophically, It had blossomed as On Contradlctfor.,
fiTI•• Sf!Mir Wu·llen documents ha.,. bHn printed In Pelllnr end lhe New Loth AI Home
find Abroad, by Kleua Mehnart. center for Chine"• studies, Berkeley, car., 1968, The mo•t
11

Important ol th11e Shan; Wu·llen documents, Whither llhlnn, which srnsles out Hue

Kuo-rena- u 1 chi~ ~pltallst roadu, is reproduced In PhlloaophJ end Revolution, p, 278.
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Suppo~e we were williog to forget that, strictly philosophically, it Is a
vitiation OOth of Marxian cl~ss struggle and Hegelian objectivity of knowledge
\t>hich emerges through contradiction. Suppose further, we allow Mao to convince
us that Japan's invasion of China made it correct to reunite with Chiang Kal-shek
(after all, nothing succeeds like success and Mao did win power in 1949). H3ve
we oct the right to ask: how does it happen that a dccaC:e after the 1949 conqt..cst
of power the 1937 IJn Contradiction and the 1957 How To Handle Contradictions
Among the Peopla are directed, not against a class e11emy, but against the very
masses who made the revolution?

One other original Mao concept- the "Second World"- is distinctly c;f
the 1970s. This departure from MArxism is spoken of as if it werP. the needed
bringing-up-to-date of Marxism itself, a Ia Mao's Thought. This. Maf1: __ TI:t9!1RI!LQL · - - ------~---- __ _
tne l~/Us was tlllVelope.J arter the Cultural Revolu~ion, after Russia had already
be~n declaro!d "Enemy No. 1,' after not cnly the removal of Llu (the Party mao),
but Lin (the Army man), and this though Un had bee'! the one who had lnitlafed,
carried through, and brought to a climax the Culturai ~~volution, for which he
was juclged to be the "closest comrade-in-arms" of Mao, and named, within the
Constitution Itself, as the successor to Mao. It W3S a period when Mao, and Mao
alone, had absolute, undisputed, total power.
And what was the apex of the originality which came after all that trnvall·
and "continuous revolutions"? It was the concept of the "Second World."

T

n~twithstanC:ing, Ma~'s

.

'

~itiates

HE RHETORIC
concept of .the Second· World
proletarian intlknationalism, replacing It with the narrowest nationalist "anti."
hllperiaflsm" with global reach,· even as On Contradiction vitiated the class
strugR:Ie and subordinated it to political superstructure. In both historic periods
- I937-A9 and 1965-76- philosophy was transformed from theoretic prepora·
lion for 10cial revolution into 111il!tary ;)i.,ategy and tactics of reochlng power.

F.o.• all factions now Involved In the power struggle for Mao's mantle, Tnclud·
!;tR ":-:dlcals," Russia Is Enemy No. 1. But It Isn't just "preparedness"' as something that concerns a war: it Is· military prowess that has always ':leen the
predominant concept. After all, hadn't the whole "Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution" begun -and ended - under the motto, "learn From the Army"7 It
Is no a<:cldent that the "anointed on.e," Hua, was the Minister of Public Security,
and ~~<lt he knew that to win the kind of battle Chiang Ching was conducting, he
needed the tvmy on his side. Along with the wall posters mounted against the .
"anti-partY plottets," In which Chiang Ching Is singled out as "maggot," came a
Hslnhua dispatch, saying that Army, Navy and Air Force units Mao had c;nce
Inspected all vowed to "rally mo:;t cloSely round the party's Central Committee
headed by Comrade Hua Kuo-feng and obey the orders of the party's Central
Committee lr: all actions."
The dispatch continued: ''Any action undermining unity Is a crime , ••
We must Waite resolute struggles against those who practice revisionism and
factionalism and engage In Intrigues and conspiracies."
This Isn't aU there It to lhe legacy of Mao, but from the very first start of ·
Mao's now leeendary Hunan Report, followed by his 1934 Long March to escape
the many extennlnation campaigns of Chiang Kal-shekr through On Contrldh:tian
and On Practice, followed by the rectification campaigns which had· led not only
'IThls doe• nat exclude the paulblllty that the,.. may VIIY well be, •mona the rullna elite,
those Whll, de&plte I ltrMi' IIIIPCII/tllln to RUIIIII, wt!Uid tither not heve RUIIII lhl enemy
tower over U.S. lmperlallsrn, prelerrln11 equ!dlatence tram both. AI of this ma:nent, howe~r, Hue s.urely prder, Sch!etlnrer who relumt<l from hll trip to Chine end reported
Interest In pttlnr U.S. military hardware tor China to brlna It up to "competitive atrenath"
wltn Ruui•.
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to collaboration with Chiang, but also Mao's 1942 rejection of Stalin's proposals to
direct his army to the Russian front:"' to the concept of the Second World, the
military has been the detennining factor. Even among Communist eountries, China
was the only one that had raised the Army, alone with the Party, as two focal
po:nts of the State.
A!. a th~retician of J!UP.rrilla warfare, as ohilosocher of contradictions who
held that no theory e~~:isled outside of practice, Mao somehow spolfe of war as If
it were a synonym for revolution, though clearly the practice he was talking about
was not, was not, the practice of proletarian revolution. What Trotsky wrote of
Stalin's theories- "the empiricism of a machine gun"- is even more applicable
to Mao.
That emj'liricism, moreOver, 1: ~!' no means limited to the question of Mao's
most famous saying, "Power comes out .:Jf the barrel of a gun," Which, after all,
w-.ts also flanked by a "but"- "but politics commands the·gun." No, the fatal
aspect of empiricism, for revolUtionaries, is the separateness of philosophy ·a'nd
revolution, the separabltlty of ptoduction, where workers do all the work and
"Mao Tse-tung Thought" sets the speed of the line which is ordered to equal
"20 years in one dny."
Ironic as it may seem, it Is no accident whatever that about the only oue
left frCim the long Ma:ch,li Hslen-nien- to whom Hua has given one of his hats,
that ot·Premier- is the one who had retorted to the so-called "ultra-left" like
Sheng Wu·lien during tne· Cultural Revolution: ·"Is earning mmey a crim..:? • , •
To think that only profit counts Is wrong, t.rut to Ignore profit C:Qmpletely is also
wrong, If one do~s not make a reasonable ptoflt, one has made a mistake."

•

Which doesn't mean that the workers will g'!t "profits." But while produr.:tion
for production's sake develops, there will be some let-up in the attack on
"material in.:entives." Like the cl!lpitalists' early diseovery that piece-work Is the
::Ot:St way of exploitation, the new rulers will be "discovering" how to raise produc·
tlvlty by a divisl~n of the W,:)fk/ng clt~ss, between skilled and unskilled, under
whale~; !lame the ancient "divide and rule" will now be practiced.

T

HE FACT that Hua Kuo·feng is pres;ntly the ,definitive winner In the struggle
for· :'~lao's mantle. does not put a ..finis" to that power stru~le, either
lntcm:lly Clf' In China's edemal relations. Whatever the consequences of Mao's
Cultural Revolution's tegscy that· Russia is "Enemy No. 1," countering Russia'S:
f.leten!c with U.S, Imperialism with China's own detente with U.S. giobalism
reaching into Africa, specifically Angola, rewinding itself via Portugal ttl Western
EurOpe, the fact is that the Chinese people have not yet had their final say.
let us not forget that at a tlmo when none outside China paid any atlelltlon
to him who now rules China- Hua t\UO·teng- tne (.;ninese i.cit=- not oniy WGrm:Uagainst the "Aed" capit(lilsl class "In ceneral,'' but singled out Hua In particular
as among those who w~ behaving as If the Cultural Revolution were no more
than a matter of "d!smlsslng officials, or a movement of dra,:mlng out people, or
a purely cultural revolution," tather than "a revolution In which one class over·
throws another," Finally, quoting Lenin- ''without a revolutionary theory, there
Is no revolutlonMy mc.yrment"- Sheng Wu·llen's document held that1 "Con-temporary China Is the focus of world contratlictlons, and the center of the storm

··--·

11,1. r..t"att•-:: ·~rlar, M::rlo l'l,!,.v/1. whn had bNn In Venan, h.u written that 19~2, tha yur of
· the first recufiCIUon camp111n, wu- th• period Whan Stalin wen led Mao to a neck Japan
from a direction which would Uop an~ postlbla attack on Ruula, Mao refused, wanttna to
hu1band all his lorcu for lha llnol Vtctory In Chine (Toronto lt.u, 9-1•76),
PSect Shena Wu-Uen's document, Whlthll Chlnal', quoled In Chlplar !I or PhllalafohY and
R.valutian.
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of world revolution."

,

Post-Mao China further illuminates how right the Sheng Wu.fien was during
the Cultural
assuring the world thet Chinese history will not forever
remain ttJe history of Mao, constantly rewritten at that, nor just ''The Thought of
Mao," including "Rectification," the remoulding of thought, and not just of Mao's
China, Mao's Party, Mao's Army, but ot Marxism itself through the establishment
of the "primacy of the superstructure,"

R;:::·;~/ulion,

The fact that this flies in the face of the Marxism of Marx may not have
stopped Mao, but it surely broug!lt about " ereat
ur Qut:stionmg by the
Chintose nm:;::.ec;, and most specifically Sheng W1.1-lien's questioning of the choice
of Hua Kuo-feng. What became clear was that It wcis not from revolution to revolution to revolution that Mao travelled, but from superstructure to superstructure
the reduction of Marx's theory of proletarian
to superstructure, that is to
revolution to nothingness, Instead. therto is the capitulation to the objective pull
r.f ::.t.:JtCK:apJtalism as the "next" stage of numan developm'ent, with the quintessential difference, from Russia's acceptance of that state, that it ·be ·China, not
Russia, that will "JJead'' that next stage.

~C:o:

~Y.

The Chinese mas52s ha'le not yet had their last say, They are sure not to
accept the latest (Oct, 17, 1976) nuclear test as the proof of "practicing Marxism,"
as the ih
present Central Committee of the · Chinese Communist Party has Inter· .
preted

.
/.

'

·f

"The success of the test was a new victory won by the Chinese workers,
People's Liberation Army commanders and fi8hters, scientists and technicians
and revolutionary citdres engaging In the research, manufacture and te:;t:; of
nuclear. weapons Whn, tremendously Inspired by two impo1tant decisions , , •
are rallying most closely around the Party Central Committee headed by ,
Comrade HOJa Kuo-feng, carrying out Chairman Mao's behests,
', •• preserving. the three basic principles: 'Practice Mandiim, and not rev/·
slonlsm1
unite,• and
and
conspire'
, ."todon't" split; be open and above-board, and don't intrigue

I

conseienti~usly

·•

When the Sheng Wu-lien pointed to China as "tho focus of world contradic·
tic.ns, and the center of the storm of world revolution," they w.ere manifesting the
untapped energies of revolution and Reason inherent in the Chinese masses in
opposition to all the world's ~tatist rulers, aiming, instead, to create a society on
totally new, truly Humanist foundations.
JOP1klna RIVIO!f, Oct. 22, 1916.

Detroit, Michigan
November 1976
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V. 1. lenin

G. W. F. Hegel

DIALECTICS OF LIBERATION
IN THOUGHT AND IN ACTIVITY:
ABSOLu;;·E NEGATIVITY
AS N~Vv' BEGINt~ING
th~

IN

•

~nsprOngli~he

...
i

~ommand,

THE BEGINNING. was
Word (das
Wort), not as a
but as the philosophic. utterance which vanishes into thin air. The release of
the self·rnovernent of the Absolute Idea unfolds, net as if it we1e in repose, but
~ totally infected with negativity that throughout the 27 paragrap~s that consti·
tulc the final chapter of the Science of Logic, starting with the very first paragraph, we learn thiit the Absolute Idea contains "the highest opposition In itself"
{den hochsten Gegensatz in sich).'

The dialectic wouldn't be the dialectic and Hegel wouldn't be Hesel if the
moment of encounter with the Absolute Idea was a moment of quiescence, Thus,
far from the unit;· of Theoretical and Practical Idea being an ultimate, or pinnacle,
of a hierarchy, the Absolute Idea is a new beginning, a new beginning that Is
inevitable precisely because the Absolute Idea is a "concrete totality" and thus
entails differentiation and impulse to transec.nd, To follow Hegel, step by step,
without for a single moment losing sight of nl':';ativity as the driving force toward
ever-new beginning:.;, it may be bt!Sl to divide i.1:e 27 paragraphs into three prin·
dpal areas. The tlr'it three paragraph!>, centering around that highest contradiction
contained in the Ab&alute Idea at the very moment of the unification of the
Theoretical and Practical Idea, show· =-elf·dctermination disclosing, not a new
content, but its universal form, the Method, i.e., the dialectic,
Once Hegel asserts lin ttie fourth paragraph) that "Notion Is averythln& and
Us mo\lcment is the universal absolute activity, the sP.If·determlnlng and selfrealizing movemer.t" (p, 8.26), Hegel divides his field of concentration In what I
call the second subdivision into two: a) paragraphs 5 to 7, stressing u.e new
beginnings, immedlilCY that l1·lS resu!ted hom mediation, and b) further opens the

-------IH\Jiel, G, W. F.,

S~mtllchl Werk1, Jublll, V, 11-327 IF. hom1nn1 Stuttgart, 1949), Tha
Enallsh tr•nllltlon Is A. V. Milllt'l, 1nd the PICin,llon In the ht:<t, 1bove, Will be teo thlt
edition tOeorae Allen & Unwl:u l.ondon, 195!1, p, 124),
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scope wider (paragraphs 8 to 15) as he sketches the development of th"! dialectic
historically, from Plato to Kant, and diffC!'rentiates his concP.pt of second t•egativity

as the

"turning point of the whole movement of the Notion ••• the innermost source
.:>f <lll activity, of all inanimate and spiritual self-movement, the dialecticJI soul
that everything ~rue possesses ared through w!ik~ alone it is true'; for on this
:;ubjectivity alone rests the subl:tting of the opposition between Notion and
reality, .:~nd the unity that is truth" (p, 835).
The third s:.:b~ivision that I make covers -the last 12 pamgraphs which
rli~r.lro~~ <::~n::r~tcr:z::: t::;:t:-; lr. ita tu~a:a,. aut.i in eacn spnere, 10 each of which,
as Wfl/1 a~ in the whole, inheres the impulse to transcend, and this includes the

system itself. The inWnation of totally n'!W beginnings is not restricted to tht"
fnct that there will be othef ::-•·"reo; a'id sciences .'-lege! plans to developNature and Spirit. Inherent in these intimations are the consequences of what
y,:e will have been grappling with in the wholE! of the ~clence of loaic,
The Absolute Idea as new beginning', rooted in practice as well as in phil·
orophy, is the burden Clf this writer·~ contribution. While this cannot be "proven"
until the end of Hegel's rigorous and yet free-flowing final chapter, it is necessal}'
here, by way of anticipation, to call attention to the three final syllogisms in the
Encyclopaedia of Philosophical Sciences, whic:h, we all know, had not been included in the first edition of the work. To this. writer these crucial additions to
the 1827 and 1830 editions constitute the summation, not alone of the Encyclopaedia, but of the whole cyc/e.of knowledge and reality throughout the long, tor·
tuous -trek of 2,500 years of Western civilization that that encyclopedic mind of
· g~:nlus Hegel, was trying tu bring to a conclusion. Just as the first of these
syllngio,ms (paragraph 575) ::hews that the vety center of its structure -logic,
Nature, Mind- to be, not lOgic, but Nature, so does the very last paragraph in
the Science of LoRic.
·

\Jt.f
HETHER one co~ceives Natun; as "externality" 111 the Hegelian sens11, or
i V "extcriority" in .the Sartre:m manner, or as "Practice" In lenin's World

War I view, the point Is that Hegel, nOt Sartre, nor lenin, but Hegel, conceives
Nature as mediation. When I develop this further at the end of the paper, we'll
see what Illumination our. age casts on the movement from practice that-heiFS us
in grapplina with tho dialeetlc, but here it is best to continue with the three
central divisions I suggested:
{1) The same first paragraph of the Absolute Idea that riveted our attention
to the highest opp.:~sition cautioned against imposing on the new unity of opposites
re.:~chc.-d- the Theoretical and Practical Idea- an old duality: "Each or these
b)' itself is stiH one·sided • , ," The new, the highest opposition, rather, has to
self-develop: "The Notion is not merely S<OUI, but free subjective Notion that is for
itself and therefore possesses personality," But this individuality is not "exclu·
sive," but is "explicitly univarullty and coznltlon and in Its other, has Its own
objectivity for its object" (p, 624). All that needS"to be done therefore is for the
Absolute Idea "to hear itself speak,'' to "outwardlze" (Ausserung), Its self.
determination is its self-comprehension. Or, put mote precisely, "its own com·
pieted totality'' is not any new content, Rather It exists wholly as form and "the
universal aspect of Its form -that is, method." From that moment on Hegel will
not tako his mind's eye from the dialectic fDI', as he puts it, "nothing Is known In
its truth unless It Is tolelly subJect to m(!thod" (als as der Method volkommen
unterworten l:ot).
C2J No less than 11 patagraphs follow the pronouncement that the Absolute
form, the MethOd, the Notion Is lhe whole. The pivot around which they all
revolve, Hegel stresse!l over and over r:gain, Is the "universal 1bsolute &~ctivlty,"
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the Method which "is th~refore to be recognized as 'unrestrictedly universal' •••"
(p. 826). In a word, this is not just another form of cognition; it is the unity
ol the Theoretical and Practical Idea we have reached. Far from being a "merely
cxtetnal form" or the instrument it is In inquiring cognition, the ·nelhod is no
"mere afmregate" of determinations but "the Notion that is determined in cmd
for itself," the middle, the mediatio,l, because it is objective and it i:; "posited
in its identity," "subjective Notion" (p. 827).

T

O BE SWEPT UP by the dialectic is to experience a plunge to freedom. Since,
howev~r. the rigor of thought cannot be allowed to dissolve into "Bachannalian
r~·:':!lt}·," !t': ~.:"c::~:y tc ~·:::::1: thr::.:oh th::c p:::r:::or:::ph:: w:th::::;t ml::::ir:& ur.1 :ir.:;:;,

First is the be[;inmnt;, t.,e Abs:~Jute as beginning. Wtlen Hegel refers us back to
the very start or the Doctrine of Being, w:1ere he firSt posed "With What Must
Science Begin?", it is not for purposes of proving that Absolute is mere unfoldment
of what was implicit frorn the start, the ma[]ffestotions, It also becomes.a totally
new'foundation- absolute negation. Although from the start Hegel emphasized
that everything, rlo matter how sirriple it sounded, equally contained immediacy
cmd mecli~tio11 (p. 68), it now is so permeated wit!1 negativity that it is no. mere
remembrznce of things past when he writes that "there is nothing, whether in
actuality or in thought, that is as simple and abstract as is coinmonly imagined"
(p. 829).
The long passageway through "concrete totality" of diver:~~e, contradictory
forces and relations from .the Doctrine of Being through Essence to Notion makes
it c_lear that though every beginnhlg must be made with t_t.e Absoluto, it becomes
Absolute "only In its completion," It is in the movemer.1t to the transcendence
of the opposition between Notion and Reality that transcendence will be achieved
in suhj('Cti'Jity <Jnd subjectivity .alone. In a \':o'Ord, this new beginning is .both in
thou~::ht and .in actuality, in theory and practice, that is to say, in dialectical
"mediation which is more than a mere beginning, and ,is a m!i!diation of a kind
that does not belonc to a comprehe:nsion by' means of thinking •• , ," Rather,
"what Is meant ·by It is in general the demand for the realization of .the Notion,
which realization dOes not lie in the beginning Itself, but is rather the goal and
the t~sk of the en lire further development of cognition" {p. 828).
Whether or not one follows Marx's "subversion":! of Absolute's goal, the
"reall.!atlon of p:1ilosophy" as a "new Humanism," the unitY of the Ideal and the
real, of theory and p1actic~. of (if you will) phHosophy and rcvolution,:s one cannot
fail to perceive Hc&el's Absolute's advance (Weitergehen) and "completion" as the
conclusion ami fulfillment, as the teginning anew from the Absolute, for he never
departed from conceiving all of history, of human development, not onlt as a
history in the consciousness of freedom, but, as we shall see later, as achieve·
ment in actuality. Even hE!re, where Hegel limits himself strictly to philosophic
cBtegorit:s, to the history of .thought,· Hegel maintain!! the need to face reality.
In tracing the conceptual breakthroughs of the dialectic from Plato to Kant to
his own view of second negativity, he calls attention to Plato's demand-of cognition
~l!oke.l ~ru;;-task of the philosophy which ended with Hea-el and puts moolutlonary
Marxism, 11 10115-'n become gracile•, In the p1aco of the whole previous tradition," writes
Prole11or LOWI!h, and th'n footnotes his con1mentary by relarrlna to M, Riedel's Tlle11rle
und Pra•b lm Denkcm hosals IS!u\lprt, £11'l5J, It Is there, CCII'Itlllues Lowlth, ''Where it Is
cstobllshed for th~J first time that, for 1-(eJii, theory and p111ctlce share an equal primacy,
ai11C11 spirit 111 will 11 a wltl to freedo.n and freedom Is tho orl~~:ln of all historical prac•
tlcfl," Mediation and lmmtdlllt)' in HIJII, M~rx and fllltrbtch, Incl. Warren E. Stein·
kreus• edition of New Studlll In Ha1el's Philosophy, p, 122 (Holt, Rinehart end Winston,
Inc., 1971).
:ltM Ch11pter 2, "A Ntow Continent ot ThouJhl, M1m1'1 hlstorlr.al Malerllllllm and Its
ln,eparebllit)' hom the Hettelian Dl~lectlc" In Philosoph)' 1nd Anolutlon, frum He~;el to
Sortre Dnd fNm Mllnl IO Mao, b)' Rll)'l DUIID)'8\Itka)'D (N.Y., Delacorto Prall, J973),
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"that it shoosld consider things in and for themp:eJvos, th.lt is, should consider

uni~ersality,

&tr.:~y

them partly in their
but a/sa that it should not
away from
catdung at circumstances, examples and comparisons •.•• " fp. 830).

t~M!m

Considering things ''in ilnd for themselves," Hegel maintains, has made
possible the working out of ever-new unities and relations between practice ar.d
theory. That is the
of AbS?Iute MethOd. To what extent the method
is anal11ic, to what Clelent synthetic as it exhibits itself as Otht>r, the dialectic

achi~vement

moment is net reached until, as the unity of'the two, the "no less synth'!tic tha-:

analytic moment'' detem1ines itself as "the other of itself." The point is that it is

the power of the negative which is the creaiiVI" ~~..m~n!; :: l.:o nul lhe syn!hesrs,
h11t tile ..:!:::o!:.::;: {or.~<slivity v.nrch.assures the advance movC!ment. Since this is
what separates Hegel from ~~~ other philosophers, and this philosophic ground,
precisely, the irow a "universal first, considered in <tl'd for itself, shows itself to
. be thP. other of itself," it will dominalr! the last 12 parngraphs following the
encounter with "the turning point of the movement "of the Notion ••. the dialectical soul that eveJYthinc true possesses and through which alone it is true for
on this sub;ectivity alone rests the sublating of the opposition netwE>en Notion
1
and Reality; and the unity that i~ truth" fp, 835).

B

EFORE, however, we go to those paragraphs developing second negativity to
its fullest, I'd like· to retrace our steps to the threshold of the Absolute
Idea, ·.··The Idea of the Good," and call attention of this learned audience to the
Russian Cotl,munist celebration of the lOOth anniversary of lenin's birth, Which
coincided with Hegel's 200th. as this will illuminate the problematic of our day,
Academician KE-dro ..., DirE;ctor of th(' Institute of History of Sci.>nce and Technology, embarked on !=til/ another attempt to ·•arsengage" lenin from Hegel with the
claim that the word, ''alias'' befCitf- the quotation, "Cognition not only reflects lh'
world but
creates ideal/s:m.''l
it," shows lenin was merely· restating Hegel, not bowing to
Hegel's
"boureeois

•

..
l

ihe simple truth, i1owc\'er, is that the most revolutionary of all materialists,. Vladimir 1/yitch lenin, witnessing the simultaneity of the outbreak of WorltJ
War I and the collapse of the Socialist International, felt compelled to return to
H_ege/'s dialectics as that unity of opposites which might explain the counterrevolution within lhc revolutionary movement. Absolute nee.ativity became lenin's
philosophic preparation for revolution, as lenin's Abstract of Hea:el's Sclenee of
shows. By lhe time his nctcs reach the Doctrine of the Noticn, lenin
states that none of the Marxists (an~ the emphasis on the plural makes i1:. clear he
Includes himself) had fully
Marx's greatest theoretical work, Capital,
"especially its first chapter," since that is impossible ''without having thoroughly
studied and understood the Whole of Hegel's Loa:ic" (p.-180). His passion at the
approa:h of the Doctrine of tht! Notion- "NB Frt!edom = SubJectivity, ("or")
End, Consciou:;ness, Endeavor, NB"- had made It clear that lenin now Cl914)
sees in freedom, in subjectivity, notion, the categories. with which both to transform the world and to gain knnwledee of the objectively real because he had
already, in the Doctrine of Essence,
In Hegel'.: ::-m:;::: :: ::::::!!!;•,
the limitation of "science" tc e~plain the relation between mind and matter.

Loalc~

underst~

reco.~nized,

lenin then proceeded to grapplE" with the role of practice In Here!,
er;pecially when Hegel writes of the Practical Idea as having "not only the dignity
of the U.'llversal, but also the simply actual.'' lenin's. quotation about cognition
i$;Viflii.nf~H~-,.,llasophr, Summer, 1970.
,·,r•m uslna- m, "''" lr~tnsi.JIIon which I Pllbllshltd es Appendhc lo Man:ltm end Prudem
fNew Yo·A,
uo...,-ey"'· I am cru ..·ttfiL'fiPI'Itlnl hwe the "official" tr•natallon, finally
published uut Qf C:Qftlt•t In 19GI, ''ConspectuJ of Hlll'lll'a Book, Tl1e Science ot lo&ic" In
lenin's Collected W1Uh. :·.,, .1.11. Tho P6!lim111ion lbOYe la to thla Volume,

J~!58),
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that the Communists are presently trying to expunge is significant, not because
he accords such "creativity" to cognition. Rather, it is due to the fact that lenin,
in "granting" that creativity to cognition, had followed it up with calling attention
to the fact that Heael had used the word, Subject, ''here suddenly instead of
'Notion' '' (p. 213). And to make matters 'o\'Orse still for those Russian epigonl, it
was all in the sP.ntence about "the self-certainty whict; the subject has in the
fact of its determinateness In and for Uself, is a certainty of its own actuality
and the nan·actuality of the world."
'/lilgar materialists are so utt~Jrly shocked at Lenin writing about the ''non·
actuality of the world" and the "self-certainty of the Subject's actuality" that
they quote, not Hegel, as lenin did, but lenin's "lran,.lation": "I.e., that the
world does not satisfy man and man decides to change It by his activity.". Cut
the point Is that, after that "translation," Hegel Is quoted ln full on the contrast
between inquiring cognition where "this actuality appeared merely as an objective
world, without the subjectivity of the Notion, here lt appeers as an objective world
whose Inner ground and actual subsistence is the Notion. This Is th& Absolute
Idea" (p, 823).

I

th~

~eaven

T IS THIS appreciation of
Absolute Idea, not as someth-Ing in
or In
the stratosphere, but in fad in th~ objective world whose very ground is the
Notion, that has statist Communism so worried about Lenin. Ever since the
June 17, J953, E<tst G!i"rman Revolt and the emerger.c!.: of " mo~ent fr=m
practice to thecry_and a new societJ, they have rightly :.ensed _that Lenin'~ break
with his own philosophic past of the photoCopy theory of reality plus voluntarism
produced the .Great Ol..,ide In the Movement that has yet to run Its course." Wa

will take up tho Illumination the actual movement from practice these past two
' dt:.cades sheds on the problematic _of our day at the end of the paper. Here It ,is
nee~'s!.ary to resume Hegel's own concentration on and development of, second
negallvity, In those last 12 paragraphs of Absolute Idea.
(3) Bcglimlng with paragraph 15, and all the way to the end of the chapter,
we no sooner face the subjectivity that has overcome opposition between Notion
and Reality thnn we lenrn that, sinee this subjective is the "Innermost," It Is also
the "most obje~:tlve moment" (p. 835) and It Is this subjectivity as objectivity
which Is "subject, a pl)riiOn, a frn belnE , , ." Clearly, free creative power
assures tho plunge to freedom. It is the unifying force of the Absolute Idea. And
since absolute negativity, the new foundation, is not "something merely picked up,
but something deduced and proved" (p. 838), this subjective couldn't but be
objective, so mUeh so that it extends to the system Itself.
There too we learn that the content belongs to the method; is the exter.sian
of mathod so that the system, too, Is but another ''fresh be.ginnine" which has
been arrived at through an infinite remembrance of things past and advance sl~~;n·

nosts fWflltPr!?Ph~>n~

--~-·--··

Wklo:~ I! '::!':~· ~==-=;=-..;::: ~~ !:-:~;.;.:a:;

:;::;

;-,ut uuiy lllll'ver

depart from absolute n~gativlty as the transcending mtdiatlon, but every advance
in the system of totality becCimes "richer and more concrete,"
The exprassfon, "richer and more concrete," no more than the categories
of s•!bjecti\'ity, reason, freedom, may not have led the reader to think of any such
"materialistic" movement fiS the movement by which man make& himself free,
but here is how Hegel spells out "free Mind" In The Philosophy of Mlnd1
_,_... ............"u~.-.t-:~.~':'.~::~ ~..,~-~; ...,..,·,,;;-.,e:um;.f1iUt"fri ~ni"tfilelicfslrii'abStfaCfcon:- ·
cept of~~liberty, there is nothing like it In Its uncontrollable strtlngth,
ti£1111¥h"e I Nve d11vetoJ*i mote full)' lh1 remlt:caUOI'I and breek In Lenln'a phllotophlc
devolopment ts.. Ch, 3, "Tno Shock ol RKoan111on end th1 Philosophic AmbiVIIInte of
Lenin" In ~hllnoph)' and R•volutlon, pp. 95-120).
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just because it is the very essence of mfnd, and that as Its very actuality •••
The Greeks and Romans, Plato and Aristotle, even the Stoles did not have It
..• If to be aware of the Idea- to be aware, that is, that men are aware of
freedom as their essence, aim and object- is a matter or speculation, still this
very Idea itself Is the actuality of men- not something which they llave, as
men, but l'lhich they •re'' (Paragraph 482),
The fad that, In the Science of, Lo&lc, the stages in dialectical advance are
not sh~ as so many stages in the historic development of human freedom, but,
in the tond, unwind as a circle, become a circle of circles, is, however, a constant
reminder that every absolutP. io; fl ne':'! h~l:-:n!::i, :;,;;~ i. Ut:iure ana an after; if
nor a ..,utcre," surely a consequence, a "successor- or, expressed more accur·
ately, har. only the antecedent and lridic.ates its· successor in its conclusion"
(p. 842). Whatever H~'el said, and meant, about the Owl of M!nerva spreading
its wings only at dusk simply does not follow from the obJectivity of the drive,
the summation in which the advance is immanent· in the present. While he
neither gave, nor was int"'rested in, any blueprints for the future, he was not
preoccupied with death, the "end'.' of philosophy, much less of the world. His
philosophy is "the
end" only in the sense that "up to t.,.is moment" philosophy
1
has reached th s point with "my" philosophy of absolute negntivity. From way
back, when his first and greatest elemental work, The Phenomenoloo of Mind,
ended with nothing short of the Golgotha of the Spirit, Hegel had sueceeded in
describing the final act as if it were an unfoldment of the evt:!rlasting, When
subjected to the dialectic. method which, according to Hegel,. no truth can
escape, the: conclusion tums out to be a new beginning. There Is no tl'3p in
thought; though It is finite, It brez:ks through the barriers of the given, rcache5
out, if not to infinity, su~ely beyond the historic moment.
And in the final two pataf:tt'aphs we see that there Is no reSt for the Absolute
Idea, the fulfilfl'CI Being, the Notion th.at comprehends itself; the Notion that has
become the Idea's own content. The negativity, the urge to transcend, the ceaseless motion that will go Into new spheres and sciences and first then achieve
"absolute Befreiung." The absolute liberation experienced by the AbsolUte Idea
as it "freely relr:ases itself" does not make it ascend to heaven, On the ~ontrary,
it first then experiences the shcck of recognition; "the externality of space and
time existing absolutely in its own witho~t the moment of ~ubJectlv/ty" Cp. 843).

S

0 MUCH for those who consider that Hegel lived far, far away from the
concrete objective world, In some mystic ivory tower In which he "deduced"
Nature from the Idea. Equally wrong, however, are those who, while recognizing
that Hegel presents the trnnsltlon to Nature as an actual proc, of reality, con·
elude that Hegel is standing on his head. Proud ar. Hegel mlghi have been of the
foat, we need to turn to bGth the Science of Laale and the Philosophy of Mind,
especially the three final syllogisms, to see what Hegel was telling us.

·,r.

What was an intimation In the Loaic abo:;t Nature l:l~!~: thv mediation is
spelled out ao; tho:- ~~~~! :~·!!ca·i:om ai. ihe ena o! the Encyc:lop~edla of Philosophical
Sciences; logic- Nature- Mind. In the paragraph (575) HeBel further assures
us that ''Nature, standing between Mind in Its essence, sunders them, not Indeed
to extremes of finite abstraction, nor stands aloof from them ••• "•
Om: of the most relevant of the scholarly studies of the 1960's- Reinhart
Kl.,r.lens Maurer's Hea:el und das- Ende der Geshlchte: lnlerpretiUonen zur
Phlenomenoloa:le - holds that It may very well be true f":at the first of these final

~m;;:th;-n;;-tr~!l!llator
of Hepl, :ailed my t~Uantlon to the
Wallace translation "&lo" llhem) /1 mistakenl)l read 111 "sich" Utnlf).

ract thlt In the
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syllogism~ (paragr~ph 575}, which has Nature as the mediation, gives ihe appear·
ance that "Hegel turns to Darwin, turns to dialectical materialism and olher
nature-geneses of man and would also mean to 'liberty,' there leading the
course of necessity," but Hegel himself brings in a "correction" with paragraph
576, V1here the sequence then reads: Nature-Mind-logic. Professor Maurer then
proceeds to "appropriate_" that syllogism as expressing the dialectic of the
Phenomenology. Whatever one may think of that <Onalysis as a philosophy of
history or whatever, the point mu.st Hegel scholars do agree with is that the final
syllogism (par?.graph 577}, at leas.t since Otto POggeler wrote about it in 1961, is
!h!:!:: ''!n c;:;:::::::i:iv;; :u :he ;.;s~ .. i i~oiciVId<~liuus oi the Hegelian text, I ~hould
like to propose the following: that the actual science of Spirit is not the logic,
but the philosophy of Spirit."
Thus the focus of tile third syllogir.m has shifted and the stress (correctly
to this writer) has been laid on the fact that logic has been replaced and, in Its
stead. we get, not the sequential, but the consequential Self·Thlnklng Idea. To
Hegel this has resulted from the fact that "it is the nature of the fact, the notion
which causes the moVement and developmf'nt, _)let this sa:TJe movement Is equally
I he action of cognition."
·
. Hegel's Absolutes never were a series of ascending ivory towers, Revolutionary transformation is immanent in the very form of thought. As we saw from the
Absolute Idea c:1aptet, the unifying force was free creative power. By the time we
teach the mediated final result, Absolute Mind, the absolute negativity that was the
. movin~ force in logic, in Nature, in Geist where we saw them as concrete stages
of human freedom, there no longer is any ditlerence between theory and practice. Which i5 why our age, which h3s been witncs:o to a movement from pr.:tcllcs
for two long decades (ever since the death of Stalin lifted the inc.ubus from the
heads of the masses in East Europe), can best understand Hegel"s Absolutes. Jo
·this writer Hegel's tr;cnius is lod8ed, precisely, In the fact that his "voyage of discovery" beComes one endless process of discovery for us, and the "us" includes
botti Marx's new continent of thought of materialist dialectics, and Hegel scholars,
anti the movement from practice that was itself a form of theory once its spon_laneity di!!covered the power of thought along with its phys-Ical might. This writer
has followed very closely this movement of rovolt ever since June 17, 1953, and
saw in it a quest for universality hecaus~ she had already discetned in the
dialectic movement of the three final syllogisms In Absolute Mind a new point of
departure in the Idea and in the_movement from practice,;

.,

l
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HIS MOVEMENT from practice hardly had the ear of contemporary Hegellans,
"orthodox" or Marxist, as witness the erudite and left, late director of the
famous Frankfurt School, Theodor Adorno, whose very reason for being, for
thinking, for acting was Dialectics, that is to say, for negation of what is. He
entitled the summation of his life's thought, which he certainly considered his
intellectual legacy,· Neaative Dialectics." This, however, has little to do with
dialectics of negativity, least of ull with the concept of Subject, with which Hegel
distinguished his from all other philosophers who left the search for truth at
Substance on!y. As "concretized" by Marx for the proletarian class, Subject Is
supposed to have been accepte-d also by Adorno, but, again, he keeps his distance

-ifh-;loi~;Ab~lute

Idea and 1he three final syllogisms of Absolute Mind (May 12,
end May .W, 1953) I hll~"ll tum'td over to the Labor History ArcHvu of Wayne Stata
University, Detlrolt, •• par: ol the collection on "Manc:isi·Humani&ml Its Orlaln and
Devo!Of)ment In Amellca, 194: to 197S" (lilltd as the Raya Dunarevtkaya Collullon) and
are <~Vallable on microfilm for other librarlu.

liThe ori;ln111 C>~m~11n f'dillon was: published In 1966. I will be quotlna from tha Enallsh
l•anslaUton by E. B. Ashton, published In 1973 IThe Seat>ul)' Press, N.Y.).
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and originality locked into what he calls Neeatlva Dlalect!f:s, From the very start
of the Prebce of his work, AdOrno informs us that the pDSitive in the negative,
"the negation oi the negation," is the enemy: "This book seeks to free dialectics
from such aHirmative traits without reducing its determinacy" {p. xix). lhe
''theoretical inadequacies of Hegel and Marx"u revolve around what he sees as Ihe
all-encompassing evil, the concept, that "subsuming cover," its "autarcl1y."
Naturally Adorno also keeps his distance from "positivists" and the vulgarisms of the knighted Karl Pepper of the infamous "Hegel and fascism" school.
Nevertheless, Adorno, very nearly out of nowhere, suddenly brings in Auschwitz,
seeing some sort of kinship t:etwe~m it and abso/•_:•f! nP£i'lfiuify· "G~~!de !s !~!.
absolute integration . . . Auschwitz confirmed the philosopheme of pure identity
as death . . . Absolute ntgativity is in plain sight and has ceased to :.urpf'ise
anyone" (p. 362). ·

..,

By "nearly out of nowhere" I naturally do not mean Auschwitz wasn't the
reality of fascism, nor do I mean only the suddenness and shock of introducing
the s•Jbject-matter in the climax to the book, "Meditations on Metaphysics."
Rather I mean it is "wr"ng," that is to say, totally illosica/, non-dialectical, from
his own point of vi£.Y of an adult lifetime devoted to fighting fascist "ideology" as
the very opposite of Hegelian dialectics, its very death in Nazi Germany.
Pcrllaps a bt=tter 'lf:)td than "wrong" would be Adorno's own swearword:
"naive." I mean that, as late as 1957, in Aspects of the Hegelian ,Dialectic, he was
-almost- defending· even subject~bject identity: "Subject-object cannot be
dismissed as mere extravagance of logical absolutism •.. in seeing through the
latter as mere subjectivity, we have already passed beyond the Speculative
idealism . . . cot:nition, if it is genuine, and more than simple duplication of the
subjectivP., must be the subject's objectivity." And indeed In Nogatlva Dlalactlcs
he reitera:P.s the same truth when. he writes that, despite the fact that Hegel
''df!ifie!>" st·bjectivity, "fle accomplishe!i the opposite as well, en insight into the
subject as a self-manif(!sting objectivity''(p. 350),
Why, then, the vulgar reduction of absolute negativity? Therein is the reaf
tragedy of Adorno ·cand the Frankfurt School): one-dimensionality of thought once
you "give up" Subject, once you do not listen to the voices from below-and they
certainly Were loud· and clear and demanding in that decade of mid-1950 to mid·
1960- once you yourself return to the ivory tower and reduce your purpose: "the
purpose of discussing key concepts of philosophic disciplines and centrally inter~
vening in those disciplines , • .'' (p. xx). Irresistibly came the nelCt step, the
substitution of a permanent critique not alone for absolute negativity, but also for
"permanent revolution."

Nem,

WHETHER the enduring r!o!levance of' Hegel has stood the test of lime
because of the devotion and rigor of analysis of Hegel scholars, or because
trom below there upsurged a movement for freedom and was followed by new
cognition studies, there is no doubt that because Absolute Negativity signifies
transformation of re:tlity, the dialectic of contradiction and totality of crises, the
dialectic of liberation, that Hegel comes to life at critical points of history which
Hegel himself characterized as "birth-time of history.'' And there were Marxist
scholars, revolutionary dissidents, who built on new ground. Where a scholar from
the West like Maurer was pr~occupled with Hegel's concept of where to end, the
Czer:hosll)vak philosopher, Karel Kosik, was preoccupied with where to begin
anew, Of the East European studies that accompanied the revolts, and revolved
M..romo'r; 11~i~·of "conceptual felishbm" a1alnst Mane's famous "Fetishism of
Commodities" as "truly a piece from the huiiDifl of clasttc G•rman philosophy'' (pp. 109!10), Is net rerev~nt 11ere, Contrast II lo Karel Kosik's analysis of tho very same section
(See footnote 10).
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around Mane's Humanism, espe-cially Marx's "Critique of the Hegelian Olafectic,"
one of the most rig01ous studies was Karel Kosik's The Dialectic of the Concrete,JO
Nor were these serious studies lirniled to the "East".H As Frantz Fanon saw
it, the Africans' struggle for freedom wJs "not a treatise on the universal, but the
untidy affirmatifXI of an Ofiginal idea propounded as an absolute,"J= There is no
doubt, of course, I hat once action supersedes the subjectivity c.f purpose, the unity
of theory and practice is the form of life out of which emerge totally new dimensions. To this writer this is only the "proof" of the ending of Science. of Lo2;ic, th~
Absolr..:te as new beginning, the s~lf·bringing forth of liberty. Because Negel's great
WOI'I; held in sight new horizons- Nature, Spirit- the Absolute ld~a had to
undergo "absolute liberation" {absolute Befreiung). No mere transition (Uebergang)
here; Fre~dom Is unrestricted, It will "complete" (vollendet) its liberation In the
Philosophy of Mind (Geist). But there is no doubt either in the Science of Loa:lc
<"bout the Notion being Subject, bel,1g Reality, and not some sort of closed
ontology. To think that when Hegel wrote about "the pivot on which the ifllpendlng
world revolution tums'' that he referred only to the ideat3 of Christianity in the
Graeco-Roman world, is both to forget the Christians thrown to the lions and that
it was the ''resigned" Hegel Of the Philosophy of Rla;ht, not the young Hegel who
toasted the great French Revolution, who wrote ·about "the impending world
revolution."

Is rf

-

Accio~NT.

~fter

t~

MERE
that:
150 years of 'indifference,
simultaneous
translations of the Philosophy of Nature appear in !:nglish? Or that In the new
studies on Hegel, one (Riedel) suddenly 'iCes In Hee:el an equal primacy to the
Theoretical and the Pra<:tlcal Idea? Or that ne\•: studio:; cover East and West,
North and South? Or that many of the conferences throughout the world on Hegel
coincide with Marx and Lenin as philosophers? Isn't It, rather, that the pfOb..
lematic of our crisis-ridden world impinges in no inclrlental way on the whole
question of the relationship of theory to practice, not just on the Immediate level,
but one grounded in philosophy? No doubt •. as Hegel· put It, to accept a category
at face value Is an "uninStructed and.barbarous procedure:" But it is: nlso a fact
that the !>Ingle dialectic process upsurges from thought as well as from actuality,
and It would be equally "uninstructed" for philosophers to act as If the relationship
of theory to practice is a "job for politicos." Just as the objective world and the
elemental quest for universality have a crucial meaning for students of the
dia~eclic, so do the students of the dialectic l'tave for the movement from practice.
tuTwo of the cheplers of tho DIIIICtic of tho Concrel• heve bun publlshod In Enallsh In
Tttu, Foil, 1968, and Fall, 1969. When, In the l11ter luue, Kosik CQnlrests the empty
o~bsolutes of Schelllns to those or Heael who charlclerltlld the lb!lOiutes of the Rom1nt1cs
ItS hltvlne sot to tt:o Absolute "Ilk~ 1 shot out of the' plstot," In tile 1968 lnue, Kosik
wrote: {Mane's bq/nnlnS' his analysis bl CaPilli with ''Commodity" means) "II can be
.:hilrar.terl:zecl In Hviellan terms, 11 the unity of belns and nonobttlnr, of distinction 1nd
slmllDrlty, of ldonlll)' and non-identity, AU further dettrmlnat/ons 1nd richer definitions
1re ch.,;1cteri1allons of this 'absolute' of c:~~pltallst society. Tho dl1lect1c of Interpretation
nr of IXOge=h• unnot ecll~e the central problem, how does science reich the n•c•snrr
barlnnlnr of tl'tto Olposltlan ••• Tho dlllectlc Is not 1 mothod of relluctlon, but thl
mathr.d of splrltllal and lntallectu11 nproductlon af rulity," The onty ono In the academic
worl!l In He$1&1 ,studies In thtt West who hu delll seriously, not with tllltlna, 11wan,
est1bllsh1d, stlto Communism, but With M1rx hlmnll and soes the transformation of the
commodity as Ph•nommon Into Notion, 11 Karl Lowllh, from He101 to Nl•lJ:schl,
J II hive lim/led myself to East Europe, but of cours. I m111n really the Ead, the Orl1nt, end
Mea's PIH'Yitllon of Heaoll.tn dllloetics, HPfiCillly tho concept of Contradiction, with
Which I de1lt t118Whtre (See Ch, 5, ''The ThOUiht of M1o Ts•tuni," pp, UB·lSO, PhiiDIOphy
and Rnolldlon),
l~Fnflntr Fenon, Tha Wntchcd of lhl hrth, Grove Press, N.Y., 1966, p, 33.
usae T. M, Knox'o "Notc11 to HtSel'a Phllasophr or Rllht," espKially the one reletlna to
this phrale, "lm~dlnl( world r.votullon,"
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Jttst as the movement from the abstract universal to the concrete individual
1nrough the particular necessitates a double negation- and that, after all, com·
prises the whole movement of the Science of Loa:ic- so docs "comprehension"
of it. If philosopht!rs learn to eschew elitism!., then the unity of theory and prac·
lice, of abso/ut~
as <~ction.
new beginning, won't remain abstract desire, or mere will, but
bec()fM
philosophy
In his re-examination of Hegel, Professor Findlay was right when he stated
Hegel's exegeses "can seem arid and false to those who see nothing mysterious
and god-like in the facts of human thought." But isn't it equally true that
philosophers who stand onlt in terror before revolution not only do not "compre·
hend" it, they cannot f\IUy compre~~,d t~;: revolution in thouiflt? And Hegel did
revolutionize philosophy. Absolute Idea as new beginning can bacome a new
"subjectivity" for re;.lizing Hegel's principle, that "the transcendence of the
opposition L-etween Notion and Reality, and thcit unity which. is truth, rest upon
this subjectivity alone." This is not exactly a summons lo the barricades, but
Hegel Is asking us to have our ears -as well as our categories so attuned to the
"Spirit's urxency'' that we rise to the challenge of working out, through "oatience,
seriousness, suffering and labor of the negative," a totally new relationship of
philo_SOphy to the actuality and r+~tion zs befits a ·"birth·time of history." This is
what makP.s Hegel a contempora1 :1.
·
·

/

·-~_.,_.

I
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LEON TROTSKY

AS MAN AND
AS THEORETICIAN

Leon Trotsky

L

EON TROTSKY at no time let subjectivism enter into an analysis of a situation,
whether he was a creator of that situation or its victim. Because of the hlch
tragedy of Trotsky's murder at the h~nds of an NKVD assassin who drove a pick-axe

Into the skull of the "Man of October"- so called because the day of his birth
coincided with the date of the successrul Bolshevik Revolution, October 25 ...... the
last years of his'life seem· to have provided a field day for psychological approaches
even on the pait of political analysts.t The reason the p;esent study is ot Trotsky
As Man and As Tt\eorP~ 1 cian is not to add to the myriad writings aboUt him which
claim "subjectivism." By relating his behavior during the crucial period_ of the
Moscow Trials, when all the "General StaH" of the Revolution was killed off by·
Stalin, and Trotsky himself WJS accused of the most heinous crimes, I hope,
Instead, to clear the air of such trite characterizations as "great egotist," "die·
tatoriat and exacting," "arrogant and conceited." The Inadequacies of his theories,
uorooted as they are In philosophy, are·far too deep to sink Into such subjectivism.

l

In these Gulaa: ArchlpalaiO publicity days it may seem unnecessory to talk
of such trul~ms as Stalin's monolithlsm, the nightmarish terror of Lubyanka and
torture. BUt the Gulaa: Archlpela&o is both 37 years beyond the period which I'm
describing, and It, too, Is neithu the whole truth nor objective history. It is
necessary, instead, to return to the year 1937, when a lonely exile of the heroic
mold of the fanner Commissar of War Is suddenly confronted with the results of
tlle whole decade of Stalin's victory over Trotsky: when Russia uses Its state power,
Its Arrr.y, its brutality, Its totnl disregard for hlstOI'Y to fabricate the greatest
frame-up In all of history; and when it is only through the sympathy of President
cardenas of Mexico that the Mexican press does hold open two columns of space
for a few hours of time for Trotsky to answer the charses that it took the Stalinist
Dureaucro~)'

e1

._i,;;,:u.::::. :.:: ~::~:!~!~'!.

Trotsky didn't know either what the accusatio~ would be, or 'thil year he was
:~\leged to have done thi~ ::~-~hat. Moreo..:er, the Trials had come at a time of the
greatest personal grief In the Trotsk}' family, for tho tony: arm of the GPU had
ll"'ac Oeu!lcher'l mn•lvll thrc•volume blORraphy or Trol•kY notwlthstandlna, there Is ,et
to nppoDr an cbje<:tlve bloar•PhY worthy or the man and his tlmn. This 11 no place to
review The Prophet ~rmsd, Thl Pruphol unarmad, and Tha Prophlt 0.,\c&ll, but two
mall•t• i:illln-.t ~~~ t:lt ur:~lllr:f, One concama Deutscher's many fldjecllves In praise of
Trotskr, but he ends with • St.llnlst apoloa:llt "BY a tea~ ol h:tt.:.r;·~ l::::w. _:n!ltfnl!m
Jturll mll&rl tul broke out or It~ n1t1onat shell'' (Vol, 111, p, 516). The aecond and trulr
danmln!l point Is thai the 11111 volu:11a Is devoted to the worst 111nd pettiest type of llOIIIP,
with :atdiY 1 whlll or thl' lllo Trollk)' 11ved1 Trot1ky the ro~nder or the Fc.urth lnternl•
tlonat, devotlnl hll 1!111 to the Trotskyist parties st tho 111pense of all 11111, Is sublntr!lad
bY. Trot•kY tho laithrul tover ol Nstana.
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reached out to kill the only living SCln of Trotsky, leon Sedov. It was a predetermined, insidiously planned feat of a master intriguant, calculated to give Trotsky
the blow that Stalin hoped would render him incapable of answering
tions against himself. The lapse between the two events was but !wo short weeks.

t~e accu~a

The death of leon Sedov did indeed inf/i;,;t the deepest wound, and in the
most vulnerable spot. lev Davidovich and Natalia lvanovlla locked themselves in
tt1eir room and would see no one. For a whole week they did not come out of their
room, and.
and fOOd,
only of
onewhich
person
permitted
mail,
theywas
partOok
little,in - the one who brO&;!rht them the

se~

lllose were dismal days for the Whole household. We did not
either
l.D. or Natalia. We did not know how they fared, and feared the consequences of
the tragedy upon them. We
typewriters, the telephone, and even doorbells
to the guard house, out of sound of their room. Their part of the house became
deathly quiet. There was an oppressive air, as if the whole lll(.>Untain ctJaln of
Mexico were pressing. down upon this house.

rilov~d

The blow was the. harder not only because leon Sedov had been their only
remaining living child, but also and especially because he hDd been Trotsky'S
closest literary and political eetllaborator. When Trotsky was Interned in
ga8ged, unabie to answer the mcnstrous charges· levelled against him in the First
Moscow Trials (August 1936), Sedov had penned Le Livre Roua:e, which, by
brilliantly
eJtposing the Moscow fB/siflers, dealt an irreparable blow to the prestige·
of
the GPU,

Norw~sy,

{,

u~.

wh.en L.D. and Natalia
. N TH.E DARK O.A"!S after the tragic news had reached
Jvanovna were closeted in their room, Trotsky wrote the story of their son's
brief life.
It was the first time since pre·revolutionary days that Trotsky had
written
by hand.
'
On the eighth day, Leon Trotsky emerged from his room. 1 was petrified at·
the sight of him, The neat, meticulous leon Trotsky had not shaved _for a whole
week. His face was deeply lined, His eyes wer_e swollen from too much crying.
Without uttering a word, he handed me·ttie handwritten manuscript, Leon Sedov,

•

Son, Frlemf, Fighter, which

~ontained some of Trotsky's most poignant ~riting,

One passage read: "I told Natalia of the death of our_ son - in the same month of February in which, 32 years agu, she brought to me in }ail the news of
his birth.· Thus ended for us the day of February 16, the blackest day in our
livesus•.•
with oui' boy has died everything that still remained
personal
young
within
•••Together
"
TheMoscow
very next
morning,
morning papers carried the announcement of
the Third
Trials
CMarct1the
1938).
Trotsky labored late into the night, One day he was up at 7 a.m., and wrote
until midnight. The next day he arose at 8 a.m. and worked straight through to
3 a.m. tt1e following morning, '(he last day of that week, he did not go to sleep
until 5 in the morning, He drove himself harder th:m <liii of his staff.

'-~!'!

1':-:!;:.y. wrote an average of 2,000 words a day, He gave statements
to ttic NANA, the UP, the AP, Havas Agency, France, the London Dally Express,
Mexican
newspapers. His c:!eclarations were also issued in the Russian
and
to
the
and German languages.

tt·~

The material \\'as dictated In Russian. While I transcribed
dictation,
the other secretaries checked eoery date, name, and place mentioned at the
Trotsi<y
demanded
meticulous,
objective
research
work,
for the
Mosco'll
Trials.
accusers had to be turned into the accused,
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So unused to subjectivism was this revolutionary that, at the very moment
of the Moscow Trials, he was deeply incerJsed when the papers prinled "rumors"

that Stalin had at no time been a revolutionist but had.always been an agent of
the Tsar and was now mereiJ wreaking vengeance,
When 1 brought LD. the newspapers .that carried this explanation of the
blood purge, he exclaimed, ''But Stalin was a revolutionist!"
'W<~it a- moment," he Called to me as I was leaving the room, •We'll add
a postscript to today's art~cle."
·
He dictated: "The news has been widely spread through the press to the
effect that Stalin supposedly was an agent-provocateur during Tsarist days, and
that he is.now avenging himself upon his old enemies. I place no trust whatsoever in this gossip. From his youth Stalin was a revolutionist. All the f.::cls llbout
his life bear witness to this. To recon!>truct his biography ex post facto·means
to ape the present bure.aucracy."
No, Trotsky was not gul\ty of any subjectivism. This does not mean he did
not suffer from theoretical deficiencres, but these stemmed not from any subjectivism, a failure to be "dispassionate." Rather, the analysis of the ohjecllve situa- .
tion, including objectlvilly ground_ed reason' of the proletarian forces of revolution, were sans philosophic roots, and thereby lacked a unifying objective-subjective vision. Since all of Marx's revolutionary. theories flowed dialectically from
his. philosophy of liberation, .and since the fi1st appearance of Revisionism in
Marxian theory (Sernstern; ~1 no accident arose with the d~mand· to have done
with "Ui?gel's dialectic scaffolding" and ·to return to "facts" - Bernstein's
d~Mnands- revolutionary Marxists felt the strong need to rea.ssert their "alfegiance" to dialectics and rejection of "Kantianlsm." Insofar as not being guilty of
any departure from the class' struggle, or tieing guilty of ·a concept of the
dependence on •·men Qf @'ood will" to resolve class contradicthms, this certainly
held true of Trotsky the revolutionary, Unfortunately, this did not lead to deep
digging into the. philosophic origins ot Marxism In the Hegelian dialectic. It is
here, a.1d not In subjectivism, where dualism emerged In Trotsky's theory at Its
trighest point of development-his most original theory, the Permanent Revolution.

/

1. The Permanent Revolution and "Conclliationism"
"It will always remain a matter for astonishment
how the Kantian philosophy knew that relation of
thought to sensuous existence, where It halted for a
merely relative rf!latlon of bare appearance and fully
acknowledged and .asserted a.hlgher unity of the two
in the Idea .. , but stopped dead , , • so that it
aftinned as true what It pronounced to be finite
kr•owledge, and declared to be superfluous and .Improper figment$ of thought that which It recognized
&s truth, end of which It established the definite
nCition."
Hegel, Science of Loalc, Vol. II, p. 226

S

URELY 110 more brilliant prognostication has ever been made of an historic
event. When no Marxist, let alone other theuretlclans, projected for Tsarist
Russia anything bllt a "bourgeois demoeratlc revolution," Trotsky- at t~e time
he was a young man of 26, and already the head of the St. Petersburg Soviet of
1905- elaborated a ttleory which stated that the revolution In Russia would con·
tlnue "in permanance," that Is, go over from the bourseols to the proletarian or
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, socialist stage, Here are the main theses as Trotsky wrote them:
"In a country economically more backward the proletariat may come to
power :;ooner than in a country capitalistically ad11anced ••• Marxism is above
all a method
rl!lations
•••of analysis- not an analysis ct IElxts, but an analysts of social

"We ha..,c shown above that the objective premises of socialist revolution
have already
betm .created
by the economic
development of lhe advanced
capitalist
countries
• •
'
''It is the purpose of every Socialisl party to revolutionize the minds of
the working class in the same way as development of capita!ism has revolulinniz(!d social relations • , • The co/ossa/ influence of the Russian revolution
manifests itself in killing party routines, in destroying Socialist conservatism,
in makingof athe
clean
question
day contest
; •• ":: of PTOIP.tarian forces against capitalist reaction a

Despite the sweeping prediction made With Parvusl in 1904 and elaborated
Into the specifically Trotskyist theory, 1905-6, the thr.ory underwent r.o ''suffering,

seriousnesr., patience, labor of the negative,"~ that is to say, was not fleshed out
eithur as to the actually developing forces for revolution or deepening of theory
to mee~ the new rea/ily, It was still-bam throughout thP. period 1906-1917, as well
as after Lenin's death when Trotsky began claiming it was "ptavcd." It remained
like a bolt out of the blue, not only when it was W•itten, not only In the period
between the 1905 and 1917 Revolutions, but a/so In the period of actual workers'
power.
Above all -and that is the most telling and authentic manifestation of its
failure to undergo objective-subjective dialectical development, that is, meet the
challenge of new times and new problems- the theory of permanent revolution
was never used as foundation for the establlshme~:~t of an independent political
tendency, grouping or party. That was true when Trotsky was a Menshevik, when
he considured himself "<rbove" all "faCtions," and tried to "unify'' alf tendencies;
when he became a Bolshevik ir. 19J 7, and even when he fma/ly did call for the,
cre11tion of a new Fourth International against the Stallnfled ·Third International.
When
/o:ot out
to Stalin he
thesaid:
struggle for !he mantie of Lenin, and wrote My Life
lln
thehe
island
of Prinkipo,

i

"Finally, I' never endeavoi-ed to. create a grouping on the ba1is of the
thevty of the pennanent revolution. My inner-party stand was a concllf:ttory
one and when in certain moments I strove for nroupfngs, then It was precisely
on this !Ja:ois, My conciliationlsm was derived from a certain Socia/ Revo/utfon~r/ fatalism. I believed that the logic of the class struggle would compel
both factions to pursue the same revolutionaty fine ••• "3

He quoted and accepted lenin's" characterization: "Conclllationlsm was
represented
consistently
by Trotsky, who, almost alone, endeavored to lay
theoretical most
foundation
for this current."ll
·

a

:!See lfiOn Trotsky's (;;., Revolullon (Ne_w Y01kr Henry Holt and Co., 1918), Also sea Tht
Pum.tntnt Rnorullon (Ntw Ycrk1 Plonoor Publlshors, 1931) and "Historic Rltftrencos c.n
tho ThOOI'Y of Pom!tntnt Rovotulfcn," Which Is APPIII"Idlx Three to Vol, II Of Tht HIIIOr)'

Gl Utt llutsUtn Ro•olullon (New 'l'orkr Simon and Schualtr, 1937),

3For a biOil'lphy on tho //fa of Pot\'us as well os his role In tile eltborotlon or the thOOI'Y
of Potmanent revolution, see Tht Mtrchant or lll'talullon by Z. A. B. Zaman and W, B.
Scharlau (LIItldoru OllfOrcf University Press, 1965), Also su O.utschor"a Tllo Prophtt
Atmod CNew York: Ollfonf Univmlly Presa, 1954), p, 104, n,

fioo~el,

4G,
w. F,- 1931), Tho
Pllsnomtnolorr llf Mind, tra11s. by J. o. Baillie CLondonr Georp Allen
& Unwin,
p. at.

llloon Trotsky, Tho

ov,

Parmon,nt Rt,olulla;,, p, 20.

1. Lttnln, Solocttd Worflr, Vol, IV (Now 'l'ork1 lnlomttlonal Publ/shors, 1943), p, 93.
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Was the dualism then only between the decisive, "correct" theory and
"derivative," "organizational" que,stions? Didn't il rather Characterize the theory
of revolution? lenin's remarks on conciliationlsm were limited to the organiza·
tiona! •lUC!Stion, were written bcfvre World War I, while the pivotal, objective,
shocki••&. all-determining question became philoSC>phic: why did the Second
International collap;;e at the very moment when the imperialist war broke out?
The simultaneity of the two C\•ents could not b~ answered only by pointing to the
all-toerobvious betmyal of established Socialism. They demanded a re-examination
of the very mode of thought which led these who did not betray not to have
anticipated such a c!evelopment, much less prPpare in a totally new W3Y now
(191-1) "to meet destiny," th<:t is, to assure the transformation of the imperialist
war into a civil war.
·
Or so lenin, who felt a compul~ion to return to the 01igin!o of Marxism in
the Hegeli<m dialectic, thOUE:ht. As not only the. Abstract of Hegel's Science: of
logic; but all that h~ wrote and did betwef:n 1914·1924 showed, Lenin t1ad singled
out tw() dialectical principles- "translormation into opposite," and ''Cognition
not only reflectS the world but creates it"- to theoretically prepare himself for
revolution as he worked out a new relAtionship of the movement from theory to
the movement tram practice, the eliiperiences of the masses. This is not the
place to deal with what I consider the Great Divide in Marliiism~ -lenin'S break
not only with the Second •International but with his own philosophic past and
phllosopl1ic preparation for Uoth the Russian Revolution and the world revolution,
to enlist "all the toilers to a man in the government of the state" since "socialism
cannot be introduced by a minority, a party.":•

i

H

ERE what•is of concern are the consequences of Trotsky's failure to do any
re-examination, or applicat:on for that matter, of his theory of permanent
revolution. Ttlis was so in'1914·17. and 1'917·24. It:' 1919 (and again in 1923)
when his Collected Works began being published in Russia, a1d 1905, which
included of Course the theory of permanent revolution, was reprod<Jced, the volume
also included his wild 1909 attack on Blllshevism: "While thr, anti-revolutionary
aspects of Menshevism are already expressed in full force t-:Jay, the anti·rPvolu·
tionary features of Bolshevism threaten to be of great danger only in the event of
- fcvolutionary victory." This was footnoted:-.;. follows: "As is known, this didn·t take
place for Bolshevism, which under the leudership of lenin (though not without
internal struggle) accomplished ideological re-armament in this most important
question in Spring o.f 1917, that is, before the seizure of power."'"
ll is trw~ that except for Lenin, the Bolsheviks were found wanting on the
question of putting lht= struggle for proletarian power on the order of the day in
Octohcr, that lenin had to "r~·atm" the Party and did $0 from the moment he
returned to Russia in April, 1917. It is not true that Trotsky's theory Clf permanent
revolution was "proven correct" or that the rearming was "belated" because lenin
was ;,ot armed with the theory of permanent revolution. What lenin was "armed''
with, and Trohky was nOt, was having faced the reality of 1914 with a totally new
cor.ccpt of Hegelian dialectics as self-developing "Subject." Naturally l~nin at
once "translated" Subject a'i the masses- proletarian and peacant.
~ihe lint iO-w.;slale this Into En1111sh and It appears as Appendix B to l.tlrxltm and
,,.cdon1, llr1t edit•on {New Vork1 Bookman, 19!!.8), In 1961 It finally appe~red In "ottlclal"
translatlun M "Con•pectus ol Hesat•s Book lhe Science or Lo111c" In Lenin's Coll•ctad
WCrkl, Vol, 30, pp, 8~2J8.
~r.lsowhere I h.l11o developed this tully, see Ch. 3, "The Shock or Re<:o:niUon an~ the
Phllosophh: Amblllalence of Lenin," in Philosophy and Revolullon (New Yorlu Dell, 197J)
pp.?!l·120.
!IV, I, Len:n, Salacted Wortls, Vol, VIII, p, 320.
JUL&an Trotsky, Cllltct~ed Werkt, Vol. 1, ''War and Revolution," second Russian edition,
t.euscow, t?2J.
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W<~r," Trotsky called for "a struggle for peace," "peace withotJt annexations." Where
Zimmer~

Where lenin called for "transformation of the imperialist war into a civil

Lenin called for the aPProval by name !Jf Liebknecht who alone voted against
granting war Credits to the Kaiser, Trotsky led the "internationalists" at
Wa/d to reject tha\ a!; "a pers:: ··ification of tactical evaluations, conformable to

Germiln conditions alone" as "inappropriate in the_ given documents." And where to
lenin "self-development or the Idea" imparted a new urgency to the "principle" of
se/f.determination of nations by the "dialectic of history" which makes is possible

for small n<rtions to become "the bacilli" for proletarian revolution, TrotsJ.:y concen·

trated.his frre on calling for an "end to circle eKclusiveness," "factional insulation."
Now, even if we were willing to ''skip aver" the differing thaories as to h•JIV
to fight against the imperialist war as not necessarily related to any preconceived
theories of revolution, and held that what counts is 1917. and 1917 alone, l1o.w
does
that "prove"
Revolution "liquidated"
all
diHerences
between him conclusion
and Lenin?that the November
·

Trotsky'~

Much later he was to cl.aim "correctness" for his theory, not only as it con-

cerned Russia, 1917, but China, 1927: "The conception of the permanent revoJu.
lion was confirmed
.:>nee more, this time not in the form of a victory, but of. a
11
catastrophe." The defeat of the 1925·27 Chinese RevoluUort by Chiang Kai-shek's
counter-revolu,tion was related to Stalin's mistakes vs, Trotsky's "correct" estima.

tion·ot the peasantry as incapable of "a11 independent role and even less a leading
one.''-This intet;ra,ify of the lowly role of the peasantry in his concept of the theory
of the permanent revolution was so
that as late as 1937 Trotsky cOn·
tinued laugH'ing at Mao's claim of haVing established peasant Soviets.

..
l

a/1-,r~asive

IJp to the very end ll940) he reiterated: "I repeatedly returned to the devel·
opment ancl the grounding theory· or the permanent revolution ••• the peasantry
is ulterly incapable of an Jndepenc; :nt political role."•:? We cannot but conclude
that it Is not only· a question that Trotsky's words speak louder than any of Stalin's
.at:egations abOut Trotsky's "underestimation cif the peuantry," but, above all, that
a .theory !.0 far removed from the rea!ities of the age of imperialism and statecapitalism had to coUap~e of its own holiownP.ss.•3
Dialectics takes its own toll of theory and theoreticians: the dualism in the
theory of permanent revolution resides not alone in the artificially Impenetrable
division between proletariat and peasantry, nor between theory and orgarrizational
"conciliafionism," but in uniting at one moment what the previous moment had
been declared impossible of unification. At the same time, the lack of a dialectical
unifying force is best seen within the theoty, precisely on the level which gave It
the greatest authority- world revolution vs. nationalism, I'm not here referring
to the struggle against Stalin's concept of "socialism In one country," but to the
National Question within the conteKt of the U.S.S.R.·Io·be-created as outpost of
world revo/utii!Hl which totally preoccupied Lenin on his deathbed.
Clt>arly,
now "conciliatlooism" was not the issue. Quite
-:ontrary,
lenin had called Troh:ky "the best Bolshevik," and Trotsky himself. now
h~
-----by

the

lhl'tt

llleon Trotsky's Pntlac.,- te the ori1ina1 1938 edition of Harold !sues• The Traaady of the
Mr. Isaacs,
this from subsequent edlllons, alao took
Chintaa with
Ravolullon.
liberties
l1t!et «fiUons
or hiswho
ow11ellrnlmtled
w:~rk.
J:!Leon Trotsky, Sllllln, fNew Yorlu Harper !. Bros., 1941), p, 425, For that rnaUer, dlracuy
In The History of lho Run/an ReYolullon and rlltecll)' alter Trotsk)' hlmialf :hows that the
land CommiUees were beln1 lranatQfmed "lrom chllfnbars of conciliation Into wuMn!.:
• .r-.:.;..• .;;· •.-,.u;e· round It
ul a1rarlan rt'Volullon," he 11111 repeatli "Thla , • .,, th!'t , .. _ PossiiJio
0'1"""
...,.,.
;••i ol
•ime-m
1ne1r hlslol')'-to
as acountry
nvolutlonaiY
.... ---..-.,.. •.. - . - - - - - - - - - - ; ,•lntnlth,"
• .,r,,,as 11
onco
the•..weakn,.s
the capitalist
felal/ons act
In the
and to l•ctor
their
Vol.
I, to
p, <107.

·.:.:.-~

::~.;.

13See

I~

Dunayevsloiayo~

Unl~rslly

Raya
Collection at the Wayne State
Library of Labor
rnlcromm,
History and Urban Allllrs, O.troit, Michlaan, 'Ahlch h.. all rn)' documents available on
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Dceepted the 1903 concept of the vanguard party, did so without any of the modi·
fications Lt:nin had introduced through the two d~des 1903·23.14 It had become
a veritable fetish. Moreover, lenin had fully entrusted him to conduct the fight
against Stalin who acted the Great Russian chauvinist against the Georgians. lenin
was too ill to appear at the Congress and Trotsky was asked to t~ct out for him, as
lenin put it: "I am declaring war aRainst Russian chauvinism .•• It is said we·
need a sir.g/e apparatu·s. From where comes soch assertions? Is it not from the
samea Russian
appat.;,!!•s • ; . borrowed
from Tsarism and only barely anointed
with
Soviet chrism?"•:~
·

To lenin, the National Question was inseparable from internationalism, from
proletarian internationalism, and What he was writhing in aMony about was that
now that the Communists wer~ in power, they were acting as imperialists: "scratch
a Communist and you'll find ~ Great Russian chauvinist." This bomb he was going
to release. against Stalin, and indeed it formed the very ground for which, in his
Will, he was to aslc for "the removal of Stalin," once again ended In "conciliationism," that which Lenin feared and warned against most- "ll rotten compromise."
Here is Trotsky's explanation: "I do agree with Lenin In substance, I want a
radical change in the policy on th!! national question, a discontinuance of pen.ecutions of the Georgian opponents of Sl31in .•. The last thing I want is to start
a fight at the congres~. for any changes in organization, I am fM preserving the
status quo . • • ! aln against removing Stalin • • . There should be no more
.
intrigues, bur honest co-opi!ration,"la

...
/

.f

I

Whether that fatal compromise was bound in pan, as Professor Lewin holds,
by "maananimity,"l1 or was the Inescapable result of the dualism In theory not
grounded in philosophy, will be put to the severest test at the lime ot the HitlerStalin Pact after "Trotskyism" reached its peak both in the proclamation for world
revolution and the establishment of the Fourth International, llnd yet also clung'
to the defense of Stalin's Russia aS a workers' state! Thus had Trotsky, who proclaimed the "higher truth" to be world revolution, stopped dead, ns Kant had on
a different level, at bare appe<~rance- the very "socialism In one country'' he
fought so b!tterly and correctly for two long decudes,

II. The FGurth -lnlernatlonal and leadership, teadonhlp, teadenhlp

11MII'X/tm lftd ''"dom, Ch. XI, "Fonna Of Orpnlzll/o,,, The Ral•tlonahlp of tM Sponllln.out
Sllf.Ori'lnlzltlon of the Prol1tlrf1t to tho 'YinS:Uird Perty'," pp,J77ol!13.
UThe ltteat edition of Lenin'• Collected Worlls, Vol. 45, 11 well 11 Vol. 3&, nn111)' hive N()f'Oo
due•d both the Vtllr lnd the dispules on lhe N11ione1 Quettlnn, The Otl&!thll ,;uUtlniltion~-~11 ~?r::lci'Uc!1~" ut :h~ d(M:uments we,.. rrrst published b)' Trotsk)' In The ltelln lchtll
crt '•lalffcallon (New Yorl!:z Pioneer Publishers, 1937).
I•ILeon Trotsll)', M)' Ufe (New Yorkz Chlrln Scrlbnftr'a Son1, 19311, pp, 485-6,
HMoshe Lewin, Llnln'a Laat Struute (New Yo.-kz Vlnt•••· 1970), pp, 14~1.
IS! Wll the llr~t lo lnii)IU the three five Yur Pl•n• In m)' study ol 11111 Clp/llllltm In ThCI
New lntem•ll"n•l, l!M2, This lerlu Of lrtlcles hJS alnce been reproduced 11 Ru11111 "
SLIIK•pltelltt 1oclet1 (Dtlroltz Newt & letters, 1973),

. ---

·~

...
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in Nazi Germany), so had it In Stalin's Russia. Though he· himself entitled his
most comprehensive economic analysis of Ru:;sia The Revolution Eetrayad; though
he knew of the mo:;t opprP.ssive cOnditions of l~bor, including forced labor; though
he had written against Stalin's fantastic scheme of ''liquidating" the peasantry;
thoug-h he fought the Moscow Trials, 1936-38,111 which had decapitated the whole
"General Staff of the Revolution" as the greatest frame-up trial$ in all history; and
though with a non-existent "socialism In one country" and exisli'lg Big Power
politics; Stalin had reduced the Third International to nothing but outposts of
defense of national Bolshevism, still Trotsky denied any change in the class struc·
tum of Russia. He denied the very theory: "The first concentration of the m~ns
of production in the hands .of the state to occur in hbtory was achieved by the
proletariat with 1he rnethod of social revolutio'l, and not by CO)pitalists with the
meti1od of trustificatlon.":o The role of the totalitarian bure11ucracy was defined as
that of policeman arrogating to himself a gr~ater :;h~re of wealth,.
And becausi! to Trotsky Stalinist Russia was still considered to be a workers'
state, he held that the Moscow Trials had weakened Stalinism. Actually, they con·
solidated that rule, But to Trotsky the macabre Kremlin purges only proved that
"Sovie.t society organic01/Jy tends toward the ejection of the bureaucracy"! like all
fetishisms, the fetishism nf state property blinded Trotsky from following the
course of the counter-revolution in the relations of production. The legitimization
of the counter-revolution against October-the Stalinist Constitution of 1936-,.
Trots$cy vievted meP.!Iy as something that ffrst "created the political premise for the
birth of-a new possessing class." As if classes were born from political Pf"!m/sesl

I

i

The strUggle against Stalinis:n had the air of self-defense, not because he
was subjective, but because, objectlyeJy, ~e saw nothing lotally new in world
capitalist development except that It continued to be in "death agony." Nothing
had changed since lenin's death except leadership. Stalin was. the "ofRanlzer of,
defeats"...:... and he, Trotslcy, could organize victories, If the ·proletarlnt followed
. him. This Is not meant sarcastically. He certainly was a leader of the only vic·
torlous proletarian revolution in history. Whether as Chairman of the Military
Revolutionary Commlttbe, which had planned the actual insurrection, builder of
a Red Army out of raw peasant recruits that withstood all counter-revorulionary
attacks from Tsarist generals as well as all foreign militarists who attacked the
newly born workers' slate; Whether as Commis-sar of Wl r or Foreign Minister or
fighter against Stalin, History will not deny him his v/ctor/1'S.
But that is not the mark of a revolutionary Marxtst theoretician whose
philosophic perspective charts the course of actual historicAl development on the
basis oNhe most profound analysis of the objective situation, i:J strict relationship
to the subjective development, the new fonn of woricers' revor·,, and on the basis
of the objective and subjective, worfdng out dialectically of a new relatlons~fp of
theo1y to practice, in a Wily that the philoSOphy of revolution and the actual forces
of revolution do not get separated. But Trotsky, since he never moved away from
that fixed particular, nationalized property (any more than Kant from the thfna·f~
ltseUJ, stated in nothing less fundamental than '7he Imperialist War and Prole..
tar/an Revolutinn," the manifesto of a new Fourth lntematlonah '7o tum one's
back on the nationalization of the means of production on the ground that, in and
of Itself, It does not create the we/1-bei~ of the masses, Is l3ntamount to
sentencing thco granite foundation to destruction on the ground that It Is
Impossible to live without walls and a root."::t
IIISeeTht Ct1e of LHn Ttobll)l' !Now Yotkr- Harper t. Bro1., 1937) tnd Not Gui/IJt Rtport of
the Commlnion
Inquiry
Into Ult
Ch11111 Made Altlnst Leon Trotsky In tho Moscow
Tri~/1
fNew Vorlu or
Harper
& Bro1.,
1938).

~•L110n Trotsky, The Jttvolutl~n fltlrl)'td fGtrdtn City, Doubleclty, Dortn & Co., 193='}, pp. 247-ll,
:liTho
Conlertneo
or lht FoUrth lnttmtUonal, PUbi/Jhed by the Soclallat Workors
P"lb;Foundlnr
New York,
1939,
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HE MAN OF OCTOBER couldn't t1ave f,llfcn any deeper into the mire of the
Ideas and methodology of the Russian .)ureaucracy which, instead of theory,
was presenting an administrative formu!:; !:Jr minimum costs and maKimum pro·
duct ion- the true gods of all class rulers. Empirici31Tl does indeed wreak itS

greatest vengeance on Marxist

revolutionari~s

whose universalism sinks to abstract

revolutionism disconnected from the self-developing Subject, and they get stuck

in a fixed particular like nationalized property. Ever since the rise of Nazism and
the capitulation to Stalin of the greatest (except, of course, Trotsky himself) left
opposition. theoretician, Christian Rakovsky, Trotsky faced a historic What Next?
but answered it c:s if what is required is "five years of uninterrupted· work to
insure succession."::
If only Trotsky had developed· a theory to measure up to the challenge of
the times, even if the."cadre" had not. But, no, as the world crises moved from
Depression to War and the Hitler-Stalin Pact signaled a green· light· for that
holocaust, Trotsky oper~ted on the basis of the Fourth International .Manifesto,
once again reducing the whole question to a matter of leadership: ''The world
situation as a whole is chiefly characterized by a historical crisis of the leadership
of the proletariat." And again: "The historical crisis of ma1ikind Is reduced to the
crisis cf the revolutionary leadership." And once again, for the last time in his
lifetime, the organization he founded was not founded on the theo•v of permanent
rtwolution, either as he conceived it in 19.05.()6, or without furthe• development,
he had seen it "proven" in 1917 in victory and in 1927 in defeat, or throughout
the struggle a,8:ainst Stalin's "socialism in one country," or when he finally broke
away from being a "Left oppositionist" to something as toto! as founder of the
Fourth International.
The duality between the concept of world revolution· and that of defense of
Stalinist Russia; between socialism as a classless society that can only realize ·
itself as a world society, and socialism
nationalized prop!!rty isolated from the
world economy; between workers as the vanguard and workers .who need to submit
to "the militarization of labor"; between ''Party" .bS leader of the proletarian
revolution and "Party" as ruling over workers' own instincts and demands- all
these dualities were compounded by, but not limited to, the contradiction between
the dialeeties of the revolution and the specific Subject who constituted the
majority of "the rnasses," when they happ'lned to be peasant rather than pmle·
tarian. No wonder Trotsky ended up by tailcndir.g Stalinism both on the question
that he himself first articulated- the State Plan- and on the "vanguard party
to lead."

=

-

The greatness of Leon Tmtsky as revolutionary, as hioatorian and pamphleteer
wilt far e~eceed his conceptual perceptions, the cognitior. which gives action its
direction. leon Trotsky as man will tower above Leon Trotsky as theoretician.
~:!Leon

Trotsky, Tratsk)''s Diary In Exilt, 113! (Combrldllr. Harvucl University Press, 1958),
pp, 46-7; stoles "Afler hi' IRIIkovsky'sJ capitulation there Is nobody lett , •• and stilt I
think thll the work which I am enaoiecl In now, despll<t Its Insufficient and fraam&ntllry
nalura, Is the most Important work In my life. Mont Important than the period of the
Civil War, or an)' othw. For the nka of clarity I would put It this Wl)'l Had I not been
present In 1D17 In !t. Pa!ersbui'J[, the October Revolution would have taken place on the
c.ondltlon that Lenin was presltl'lt and In command. Tho same can, by and lar11a, be said
of t11a civil war porlod , • , Thus I unnot speak of the lndlspenubillly of my work even
about the perltld from 1917·:1:1, nut now my work Is lndlspenuble In the full sense of the
wt>rd , , , There- Is now no one except the 2nd and Jtd Internationals. I ne-ed at least llv•
ye.ars ol unlnterruptod work to Insure the succenlon,"
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Studies in Contemporary Communism submitted the preceding
on Trotsky to Ernest Mandel for his critique, which is
printed below with Raya Du'!ayevskaya's rejoinder.
eSSiJY

Mr~.

Dunayevskaya's contribution touches on

som~ key questions.

She does

it from the standpoint of a particular shibboleth ("Trotsky was theoretically wrong,
becahse he didn't study Hegelian philosophy"J, which, to say the least, is rather
peculbr. Needless to say, I cannot agree with her assessment.

l will sin~Jie out a senes of points, where, it seems to me, most students of
Marxist
or at least ot the writings of Trotsky and lenin, will agree ~vith
me
that thought,
she is wrong,
She holds against Trotr.ky (and against his theory of the permanent revolution, which is tlis main theoretical achievrmeotl his statement that "the peasantry
is utterly inc:.pable of (playii1gl an independent political role." She adi.Js to that
that "Trotsky's words speak lou:ter than any of Stalin's allegations about Trotsk}"s
underestimation of the peasantry," and above all, "that a theory. so far removed
from the realities of the age· of imp~rialism and state-capitalism had to collapse
of its own hollowness."
To this 1...,.,uld reply (besides the point ·that "state-capitalism," in Mrs:
Dunayevskaya's sense, far from ~Jeing a "reality," is a· conc.ept which doesn't
correspond to any social reality anywhere In the world; where you have capitalism,
it isn't state capitalism; and where you have statified plannL'd economy, you don't
have capitalism, as the present world slump should again convince anybody who
is not blinded by prejudiceJ:

..
t

''

1. That Trot~ky, in his theory of permanent revolution, explicitly stutes
that the peasantry will" play the major role qua number of cOmbatants in any revolution in a backward country, which .isn't,exaclly "underestimating the peasantry";

•

2. That his Point about the impossibility of an independent political roie ot
the' peasantry means simply that there have never existed, will never exist or
cannot exist in the bad world in which we live since the capitalist system spread
globally, any "peasant state" or "peasant government," and that therefore, when·
ever the working class and (or) Its revolutionary party does not establish hegemony
over the rebellious peasant masses, even the broadest peasant uprisings and·
revolutions will only lead to capitalist counter·revolt.:~ion and to a bourgeois state.
Now far from this being a "hollow" theory "far removed from the realities of
the 1:1~~ of imperialisri1," I would contend that it explains what happened in all
revolutions in all b.'lckward countries in the 20th century, positively and negatively.
And I would cap my argument by reminding Mrs. Ounayevskaya that lenin, who
supposedly in opposition to Trotsky had understood Hegelian dialectics.- came to
exactly the same conclusion at the end of his life as Trotsky had formulated on
the "independent political role of the peasantry." He wrote In his speech to the
transport worker!. congress of March 27, 1921: "Notre experience nous a appr/set nous en lrouvons Ia confirmatioo dar.s le deve/oppement de toutes It's revolutions du monde, sl i'on consid~re Ia nouvelle epoque, dlsons les 150 derni6res
annees- que partout et toujours il en a ete de meme: toutes les tentatlves faites
par Ia petite bourgeoisie en general, et les paysans en partlculier, ~ur prendre
conscience de l!!ur terce, pour diriger a leur maniere l'economle et Ia polltiquc,
ont abouti Jt un echec. Ou bien lis dolvent se placer sous Ia dlreetlon du proJetilriat, ou bien sous celle des capltallstes. II n'y a pas de milieu. Ceux qui
revent d'un moyen terme son des reveurs, des songe-creux" (Oeuvres Ch1111111 en
deux vt~lumes, p. 839, Moscou, Editions en langues etranaeres, 1947).
Mrs. Ounayevskaya f1olds against Trotsky that he "equalled nationalized
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property with socialism." Nothing was further from his mind. He thought (correctly
so) that the suppression of private property of the means of production was a
necessary but insufficient prerequisite for a socialist society, But he never for
one rninut~ defended the idea thDt you had "socialism'' in Russia: that was one
of the main contents of his fight against Stalin, to deny strongly any such utopia.
For Trotsky Russia was a society in transition between capitalism and Socialism,
which could fall back towards capitalism (if private property was restored and a
new class of buyers of labor power would become D ruling class) or advance
towards socialism (if the revolution spread towards large parts of the wotld and.
the monopoly of power of the bureaucracy in state and economy was abolished).
Mrs. Ounayevskaya, by eliminating all these nuances, eliminates transition, i.e.
mediation, from her thinking, which iS not VP.ry suitable for a student of Hegel,
who, after all, saw in mediation one of the key characteristics of dialectics.
Mrs. Ounayevskaya tahes up against Trotsky the slander of his being in favor
of "militarization of labor," whereas the concrete measures this refers to were
taken by a unanimous decision of the Bolshevik Central Committee in 1919, in the
midst of a civil war (Including the vote of the later "workers opposition" leaders).
She thcn·goes on to make Trotshy's defense of the Leninist theory of organization
eQuivalent wilh lh'! defense of the "party ruling over workers' own instincts and
demands," without explaining: (1) why Lenin who In opposition to Trotsky had
studied Hegelian dialectics, clung to these co11cepts till the end of his life; (2) why
workers, in Innumerable massive rr...,.ou.:tions ·;t.roughout the 20th century, showed
themselves unable to overthroW capllallsr.! ~flt\,ugh spontaneous actions,· "basing
themselves on their own instincts :md demands."
'
Two of the most difficult problems of corliemporary Mancism •. lf not sociology:
and social sciences in general, the problem 'Jf the fonnaflon of proletarian class
consciour.:ness In a society hostile to socialism and dominated by the enemies of
the wMkers, and the problem of bureaucracy, beginning with that of the bureaucralitation af the workers' organizations, are dismi!'sed with the sleight of hand as
none.:dstent or Irrelevant, and all evil Is brought back to the wrong Ideas of a
!lingle person. This doesn't sound very "dialectical," not to say "materialist" or
"Marxist," to me.

l

Ernest Mandel has devised several straw men, grouped under a single wifely
designation, Mrs., whom he accuses of slandering Trotsky: "Mrs,· Ounayevskaya
lakes up against Trotsky the slander of his being in favor of 'militarization of
labor' whereas the concrete measures this refers to were taken by a unanimous
deelsion of the Bolshevik Central Committee In 1919, in the midst of civil war
.•. " In the process of his expose of "Mrs. Ounayevskaya" as "blinded by
prejudice," Mandel achieves some remarkable feels:
Ono, the revolutionary role of the peasantry does a disappearance act, first
by being reduced "qua number of combatants," then by claiming that Trotsky's
thesl!. of the lmpo!islbillty of the peasantry's playing a political role "means
sim11:y that there have nP.ver existed, will never exist ••• any 'peasant state' or
'peasant government'," and, finally, by proclaiming that "Mrs. Ounayevskaya"
needs "reminding that Lenin came to exactly the same conclusion at the end of
his life as Trotsky had formulated • , ," If even we leave asido the fact that this
flies in the face of Trotsky's own pronouncement that, on the question of the
peasantry, he was Lenin's "pupil," how could ·we disregard the Irony of Mandel's
choice of speeches from which to quote? It was the speech delivered to the very
union that Initiated the fight against Trotsky's "militarization of labor.'' demanding
the return of the union to their own control, and Lenin referred to the dlsasreement
by clUng th~t fact that the Ninth RCP Congress had dealt with "the mlstaftes that
required rectlflc.lltlon" and did so "by subordinating the upper r~nks to the lower
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ranks." That part of Lenin's sp~ech Mandel does not quote; What he does quote
was not the pcint at issue between Lenin and Trotsky for some two decades.
Two, "the slander." It was not I, but Trotsky, who USP.d the eJCpression,
"militarization of labor:• He held th&t each worker must feel himself ''to be a
soldier who cannot freely dispose or himself ..• That is the militarization of
labor." .. The "concrete measures" this referred to were not what the CC aPProved;
rather it referred to the merging of the trade unions into the Stille which not O'lly
the CC but the whole Congress rejected, It was not proposed "in the midst of
civil war," but at the end of it. The Congress, instead, approved Ler.ln's Resolution because it agreed with his analysis: "Taken a:;_ a whole, Trotsky'!. policy is
one of bureaucratically nagging the trade .unions .•. There is valuable military
e~eperience, heroi~. zeal, etc. There is the bad experience of the worst elements
of the military: bureaucracy and conceit."
Three, "tt;e particular ~hibboleth" attributed to ''Mrs. Ounayevskaya": "Trotsky
was theoretically wrong, because he·Uidr;'( study Hcgelitln philqsophy." Although
Mandel encl'lsed the ~;entence in quotAtion marks, I not only never made any
such ludicrous assertions, I was taking issue with Trotsky's concept of "belated"
{ApriJ, 1917} "rearming of the Party," with its underlying assumption that by then
it was somehow anchored In Trotsky's theory of the permanent reVolution. In
arguing that "what Lenin was armed with and Trotsky was not, vias having faced
the reality of 1914 with a totally new concept of Hegelian dialectics as self·
developing Subject , • • 'translated' as the masses- proletarian and peasant,,; ·
I held that the decisive test came after 1917, at a time when Lenin launched his
last struggle against "great Russian chauvinism" (Stalin), asked TrotskY to present
it to the Congress he himself was too ill to attend, warning !fl.. ;.~:;: any "rotten
compromise," I wrote: 'Whether the fatal compromise was bound, In part, as
Professor Lewin holds, by 'mDSnanimity,' or was the Inescapable result of the
dualism in theory not grounded In philosophy will be put to the severest test at
the time of the Hitlr:or·Stalin Pact aHer 'Trotsky:sm' renched its peak in the ,
proci.Jmalion of the world revolution •• : and yet' also clung to the defense of
Stalin's Russia as a workers' state!"

I
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Now, Ernest Mander. evidently not totally satisfied with his economic· ·
politica/-sociulogical feats, wanders .also into the philosophic field where he Is at
his most ambitious. At one and the same time, he empirically reduces Hegel's
concept of mediation to transition and ties "transition" to that totalitarian state.
capitalls.t monstrosity, Russia, which he calls "a society in transition" as if the
concept of Stalin's Russia as a "workers' state, though degenerated," which had
split the Trotskyist party Into smithereens during World War IJ, had never exlstuct.
Of what use Is all that when one can point a finger ·at "Mrs. Ounarevskaya (who)
by eliminating all these nuances ("SI)ciety in transition between capitalism and
socialism"J, eliminates transition, I.e., mediation, from her thinking, which IS not
very suitable for a student of Hegel •.••"
Whether or not Ernest Mandel will ever stoop to becoming "a student of
Hegel," I do hope he will grapple with Marx's concept of mediation, specifically
on the question of Communism, specifically When Marx discovered his own unique
continent of thought and revolution, and wrote: "Only by the transcendence of this
mediatiou
(Communism) . . . does there arise positive Humanism beginning from
itself."
It Is, after all, a que1tion :~f nothing short of a totally new, classless society,
which
alone
can alsc re-establish tha greatness of Trotsky as revolutionary, If not
gtPat
theoretician,
as

=ih;d·;;Oi~i~
uhrase, but this end 111 othor quotations cUed her~~ cen be found In
Tht Stenoar~phlc Report of ll•e llh RCP1 the Enallsh quotations (which ln~:lulle the Lenin
speech Menllel quotes) can be fnund In Lenin's Seltcttd
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COMMENTARY:·
a critique of B. J. Harrell's
"Marx and Critical
Thought"
Karl J\larx
Bill J~ Harrell's "Marx and Critical Thought" is the primary essay
published In the May 1976 issue of PAUNCH, a scholarly journal
concerned with the relationships of literature to body to radical
vision. Published twice a year, the journal (123 Woodward Ave.,
Buffalo, NY 1.4214) is edited py Arthur Efron, who submitted Mr.
Harrell's study to several persons for their commentary,.,ncluding
Raya Dunayevskaya whose critique of the essay follows.

,,
/

'rime is the place of
human devt!lopment':"-Marx
·I

Marx's Humanism--and that is what Marx named his

-

discovery ot a new continent of thought: "a new Hi.Jmanism"L-i~ either a revolutionary philosophy of liberation
or it is nothing at all. rust as a revolutionary philosophy

of liberation is not just a "philosophy" (much less
Hurrell's concept of "!loctology"). but a strUggle for
actuality, the actuality of frP.edom, so the uprooting
of the exploitative system, existing reality, is il great
deal more than freedom from economic exploitation,
rooted though a I~ in that necessity. Rather, the pr9~
c~ss of Uberation--"th~ negation of the negation"-c:reates wh<lt Marx called "new forces, new passions."Z
HilvJng uprooted the exploitative class structure of
society, the Subject (the proletariat) has achieved a
whole rti!W human dimension. Because "the individual
113 the uoc1a1 enury, .. :! tht: uuni~eniil.aiun Ut:i.wc:c:n ~i.e
'individual ~nd sociE'ty is tran!!!ccnded. Cven when
this was still expressed in the abstract phllosophic
language of Hegel, instead or Marx's analysis of concrete class struggles and historic revolutions, the
dialectics of liberation w!fe unambiguous: ••Jndividua~'ty
38
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purifted of all that interferes with Its UnJvers.llism,
i.e., freedom."4
Hanell is right when he says labor is "central to
Marxian critical analysis" (my emphasis)--and totally
wrong when he speaks of it as "ultimate end;• as Hit
wer(> not Marx's npecific description of capitalism
and capitalism only, but or any society. All that dici
was pennit Harrell to impose on Marx's "ambiguous"
conception some sort of kinship with today's statecapitalist societies that call themselves Communist.
_Though Harre_U feels compelled to _qualify that <!:llegedly
theoretical affinity~- h-olcun'g ·tha£ the-;;t"OtaTit:Yian -- --- resuh" "clearlY violates it~ /Marx·~/ spirit," he
never lets go of his perverse defiri!Uon:
Perhaps the most succinct way in which
one could summarize Marxian politicaleconomy is: a theory of the development
of workers• control as the prerequisite for
a society based upon work.

.,

l

rar from looking toward "a society based upon
work" as an "ultimate end," Marx was so appalled
by labor that he, at first, called for "the abolition
of labor ... s What convinced him otherwise, that is
to say, had him concretize the concept, and call,
1nstead, for "the emancipation of labor" was the
labor~, h.!! class struggles, his daily resistance at
the point of produCtion, where the instrumentality;
machinery, dead labor dominated living labor. The
revolt of the laborer against his exploiter, the
capitalist, was also 'dlrccte~ against the ~deology,
the false consciousness, which represented him as
what he is not.

l

Marx's critique of classical political economy's
great discovery that labor was the source of all
value Wl:I.S that labor was treated only as "source,"
not os Subject, the "gravedigger" of the system
resting on alienated labor. Naturally f workers' control of production would change that mode of labor,
but tor that to be the absolute opposite of capitallstlc
rPtfJr.attnn nf ll'lh".'r, tr~::::fc....;:.t!,jii ,jt r."acui intc Uting,
labor has to become self-:sctivlty f development not
only of production, but the self-development of man/
woman,6 tne human dimension. Over 100 years
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before Hannah Arendt discovered the difference
between labor and work, and profoundly~
Marx, and Harrell read Arendt cos an improvement on
Marx's concept, Marx had spent a lifetime developing
the concept of the ~uality of labor. It is "about"7
the only category Marx takes credit for creating.
-::--------------'-----~--- ------;::"";-:-..,;,-c;o'"""=""=,-.·;!:~ ,,.,~,~.... ~- !h"Z---Jt£!!'!:!.-•.!'.- -- .. -- - - --

Rather, my point is the dialectics, which so escape
Harrell who is Ousv piling up "failures" of Marx as if
he were the first in this century plus 33 years to be
burYing Mar.c, and this, though he himself admits that
Marx keeps living, livhlg globally, agreeing with
George Sorel's accounting for Marxism's ''historic
tena."ctty." ·Instead of rushin9 to declare 1.3bor and·
freedom "amblgcous in conception and unclear in
lUi implications," ought Harrell not at least have
asked himself: "thou9h I deny Marx is any such
genius as his adherents claim him to be, how does
it happen that a genius credited with discoveririg a
whole nt.'W co:1t1nent of thought, lays claim to
originality in but a single category, the duality 1n
labor? What is so crucial in Marx's concept of
.,uenated labor (whether or nOt 'lifted' froffi Hegel's
theory of alienatlon), that has, in Marx's hands,
led (1) to break with other soclallsts, revolutionaries,
so that, on the one hand stands Marx and his evalu-ation of the class struggles, and, on the other hand,
all others, frolTI the anarchist Proudhon to Marx's
adherent, Lassalle (whom Marx called "first workers'
dictator"), (2) A century before "Third World" as
com:P.pt was devol oped, why did Marx himself move
from the concept of China as "vegetating in the teeth
o! barbarism" to such "embrace"S of the T'alping
Revolution as to necessitate a second deeper look
at labor as work of artisans? Moreover, (3) the
concepts of labor and of freedom and of "becoming"9
were so deepened tha.t, 1[ anything moved Marx from
being :.n "econc.n:i.t:t" to being a "sociologist" that
surely is clearest seen in the Grundrisse which I,
Harrell, have dismissed as if it simply proved there
was no difference between the young and the maturP
Marx? Finally, (4) in Capital, Marx claims originality
for the concept of duality of labor, a split sharpened
as "concrete and abstract il'lbor." Marx feels an
urgency to work out a totally new section, "The
Fetishism of Commodities" which, to this day, has

·''
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t.:erv~c! ;;...:i,.~ol!:

o! thought as different as Existen-

tJalbm in France and the Frankfurt School in Germany

(not to mention political economists and sociologists
and other specialized "sciences" Marx as revolutionary
h.J.s rejected), but I, Harrell, concerned with the
'inadequacy o! Marxian thought as a critical sociology•
fail to examine. "
·
Nov.· then, since I had to ask the questions "(or
Harmll, but Harrell hims. :f spent not a sing!e word 0.1
them, hmtttng himself t(l some isol.:~i"E-d quOtations from
Marx, let us take a look. at Marx's thought, as .J.
totallty, no inatter in what abbreviated form alloted
space demands. Great as the Maix quotations were
that Harrell chose, they are no substitute for the
singularity of tha·t s'pllt In the category, labor.
Because it is original with Marx, 'and "is the pivot
on which a clear comprehenslC'In of palitlc;. ~ econOmy
tums, .. 10 Marx raises it In the very first chapter of
Volume I of Capital, no mD.tter how many new disco·w:!rles of ~.:anomie laws {none of which are "iron"), 11
leading to the discemmem of "the l.,w of motion of
capitalism," to Its collapse; and no matter how broad
the histortc:ll developments, philosophic insights and
Uterar)f allusions-Marx traces through in the four
volumes--he does not str~y far from the duality of
labor as pivot since, indeed, it Is not only Pivot for
comprehension of pol!Ucal economy, but is ground
for revolution-~.the dtalectlcal development from the
revolution In philosophy !O philoSophy of revolUtion
!2. .,ctuaUtY.'"
-

I

'

None before Marx had splJt the category, labor,·
hut it is this, just·tMs, which discloses the
perversity of capitalism whose mode of production, with
its ·factory clock, pounds all the many varieties of
concrete labor, into one abstract mass of "sociallynecessary labor-time. "12 Marx, having followed the
worker from the market plcJce, where the worker, though
''free," had sold himself, or rather his abllity·to
lab.:or: l4bor power, .:ss a commodity, proceeded to the
workshop. '!'he center point of Ml\rx's Capital Js the
analyst~ o! • The Labor Process and the Process of
Produciug Surplus-Vulue." There he traces the
laborer as he is turned Into an appendage of a machine.
This dead labor (labor congealed into the fonn of
machine) dominates 11\'J.ng labor, after which "it," as
41
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commodity, be he employed or unemployed, !s traced
back into the market. There--<ind this there is not only
Jn the market place but includes th~hole of
bourgeois Culture--"The Fetishism of Commodities"
reigns supreme not only over capital/labor, but also
ovt.:: independent intellectuals, including the discoverers of labor as the source of all value _13 This
!c; J"'n nccld~nt, says Marx, as onlv "f.rcelv a::;soclated
men" can strip the fetishism from commodities.
Obviously, Harrell thinks he is tht.· exce_nUor. and
can give a niore "substantative" view or freedom whose
thought, as 1t moved to materialist "polJUcal economy"
was "so Wrong as to be irrelevlnt" and became "progressively narrower." To correct that Harrell empties
the specificity of Marxian categories, introducing such
total confusion into that most precise ex!Jress.ton,
"capital accumulation," as to make it both equivalent
to bourgeois culture and accP.ptable to Marx since
"bourgeois culture provides the necessary capital
accumulaUon·as well as the abstract insight as to the
ultimate end of universal freedom." On the w"a.y to
!:!!!. conclusion of the know-it-all, be-lt-all "sensual
needs,·" Harrell itrms himse'l! with what h~ conceives
as support from "Critical Thought." (Incidentally,
while that is what the Frankfurt School called itself
and also what it directed toward Marx, 1t is not what
Marx named his new continent of thought. So
opposed Was he to labels that,. outside of "the new
Humanism" as the dialectic unity of the material and
the ideal, he never trlE'd "pasting labels upon his
total outlook. Hlstoric.:~l MateriaHsm was Engels'
expression~. Dialectical Materialism.was Plekhanov•s.
And, while the Frankfurt School tried to leilve their
designation "open" enough to "include" Marxism, it
to they, not revolutionary Marxism, that narrowed
Itself to "Critical.")

..
l

Unfortunately, though his sympathy lies in their
direction, Harrtlll hardly presents a total picture of
them, whether in relation to Marx, or ••as such."
First, he fails to show the division ~: what they
were 1n the l930a and early 1940s, and what they
became 1n the postwar years hardly makes them a
unified outlook--not totalitarlan, need It be added-but nevertheless motivated by Marxism, independent,
ond sepe~rate from both the Germe~n Socia! Democracy
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and the Russian "state socicllism." Secondly, he
acts as if the present "school"--the Habermas
"school" is altogether removed from both Marxism
and the original Critical school--speaks with a like
voice.
The most telling mixup relates to the one-H~rbert Marcuse--Harrell so admires ·as to credit
c;;c of h!::; v;crk::;, rros u.r.C: C1v111zut1-:.n, Qs Lclng

-

nothing shc!"t of "one of the most Jmponant works
in social philosophy since Marx." We do not see
the Herbert Marcu~e of Reason and Revoiuttori,
from which work Harrell could have learned a great
deal about both Marx and Hegel. He mokes no note
of the open departures from Marxism since then)4
And, though hP. analyzes more of Marcuse•s works
as again~t none of Adorno's and little of Horkheimer,
the founders of Frankfurt School, the truth is that
his preoccupation is Just Eros and Civilization.
Or, more.precisely put, sensuality; sans history,
appllcable to "all" cultures, as substitute, not just
for Marx's "economics." or "socio!ogy 11 --but passions,
striving to reconstruct exploitative capitalism on
humar:.ist beginnings. Instead, Harrell redefines ·
needs as "timeless erotic needs." That,·of course,
ts Harrell's privilege, but 1t certainly wasn't
Mane• s perspective, and I doubt it is Marcuse• s.

..
i

Harrell may argue that, that was precisely his
point, a critique of Marx which showed that "in the
effort to avoid considering" just such sensual human
needs and restricting "his analysis to the negative
or given hlstclrical treods, the critical perspective is
crippled." The trouble is that thereby Harrell rejects
more than Marx and/or "critical thought" as he
rushes, helter skelter, to conclude: "There must not
only be the negation of the negation but negatlon
through·the id~nUflcatlon of positive posstbUlties."
Languaqe is no stranger to reductionism, but this
vtoiates simylc .;;..,,;,;,;,:.;-, :::::~:::: •::hi~~ ! ~m. :11rr: !!-:!rrr:!!
has plenty of. But so anxious was he to drive In the
nall into his accusation of Just how far "Mar..dan
theory fell short of tts UberaUng purpose•• that ho
violated even the simp!~ Ungu1st1c meaning of two
negatives equalling a positive.
43
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Before Harrell, to friend and foe alike. negation
of negation meant a positive, not just a positive
"possibility," but a positive, a !l!llt positive. Marx
took seriously the Hegelian dialectic which, at the
very apex of second negativity, affirmed "thP. most
important part of rational cognition" to be ••to hold fast
to the positive in ihe negative ••• ulS As Marx
opposed blueprinting the future 1 he allowed but one
lntlmntlnn nf "the future" and that because it was so
rooted in the concrete-. in the present. He spelled
it out as "perma•lent revoluUo~ ... 16 That "negation
of negation" would assure not stopping at first
neg cation--the 'overthrow of 'the exploitative system-but would recognize and de~elop ·"the wealth of
human needs" so that "there arises ~osiUve
H~manlsm I beginning from itself. nl
.
As for Harrell's dramatic climax, that the
inclusion of "sensual needs" into "socio-histortcal
categories" would assure the conquest of "unhappy
consciousness"-- "'unhappy consclousn.ess•
resolves itself through the discovery ot the sensual
in the form of its particularity. "--1 wish him happiness.
But let him not forget· that the !'unhappy conscinusne:~s"
ls only a quite early stage in Hegel's Phenomenolny,
and in MarY.' s new continent of thought and in critical
thought to the present; there is a long, long road still
ahi!Ad.
·
.!illll§.
lLest this be' identified only with the young
Marx of thP famous 1844 Economic-Philosophic
Manuscriots, consider also Volume UI of Capital (p. 954)
where he defines lreedom as "development of human
power, which is Its own end, the true realm of freedom."
2capital, Vol. I,{p. 83~ contains a paragraph on
"new forces and new Passions," and (p. 837~ "neoation of
the negation." (Charles H. Kerr edition ls used throughout.)
3Agaln, lest only the 1844 Manuacripts be
thought of when Identifying lndividue.l e.nd social,
consider the expression in The Communist Manifesto:
- . ··•t.ia·"u'C-'~ u~v~iuvmam ui Cl~~h is \hts condition ior
free development of all."
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4Hegel, Philosophy of Mind, par. 481.
SThe German Jd,eoloqy, p. 69.
6Jn the same Economic-Phtlosoph!.c. Manuscripts
where Mane wrote, "The secret of the relationship of
man to man finds Us unamblguol!::; Ueunt.:ve, open,
obvious expression in the relationship of man to woman"
he attacked not only capitalist puvate property but
also "quite vulgar and unthinking communism" which
thought all evils would be done aWCly with ~uiCC
private Property was abolished instead of going on
to "second ne1Jatlon" and going on to self-development of mankind, 'putting all his stress on the !act
that lt must not be only a "to have," but a ''to be":
"Private property has made us so stupid and onesided that ••• in place of all physical and spiritual
senses, there is the sensto of possession, which iS
the simple allenaUon of 911 these senses ••• Each
of his human rel<~tlons to the world--seeing, bearing,
smell, taste, feeling, thought, perception, experience,
wishing, activity, loving ••• To such. absolute
poverty has human essence had to be reduced in order
to give birth to its inner wealth."
(lam: using my own translation as 1 was fitst to
translate these now famous eSsays, bUt they can be
found in many editions.}
7rhe only other category Marx ~laimed credit for
ls the spilt ln the category of capital into constant
·capital and variable capital, but since cap1tal Was
treated not as a thing but a relationship of production
of caPit3list to laborer, and since constant capital was
but another name for dE"ad labor and variable capltal for
living labor, the latter is the only element that underwent a variation in m.:~griltude because of all the millions
of commodities exchanged daily: this alone was living
and could be and was exploited to produce all surplus
values aD well as its own exchange-value. wages.
They all ended with the split in the .cate9ory labof.
thus; concrete ,nd abstract: labor/labor power: living
labor/dead labor: constant/variable capital: fetishism
of commodities.
BRead especially the articles he wrote for The New
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York Daily Tribune, reproduced now in The American
Joum.1Usm of Marx and Engels. (N.Y., The American
J.Jbrary.) And H you cannot read the massivE" Grundrtsse,
at least read those parts feproduced in abbreviated form,
Pre-Capitalist Economic Formation (N.Y. InternatJ.:mal
Publishns). Marx also brought the question of T'aiping
into a footnote in gapital itSE"lf. which the American
edition omitted.

-------·----

9Grundrisse: "When the narro-N bourgeois tC"fra ·nas -,been peeled away, what is wealth, if not t.he univer:;:ality of needs, Capacities, enjoym~nts, producUvcs
powers, etc. of individuals, produced in universal
exchange? •••• What is· this, lf not a situation where
man <.toes not reproduce himself in any determined form·,
but produces his totality. Where· he does not see to
remain someining form~d ·by the past, but is in the absolute movement of becoming?"
lOcapltal, Vol. t, p. 48.

l

llHarrell encloses "iron laws" in quotation marks
as if they summed up Marx's own attitude. In fact, he
directed one of his latest works against such expressions
used by Lassa11e whose famous expression·was "iron lnw
of wages": "If I 11bolish wage labor, then naturally I
abolish.lts laws also, whether they are 'iron' or sponge."
(Critique of the Gotha Prooram}.
Capital is, generally, referred to as a 3 vo~ume
study because that iS all that bear that name. Eut, in
fact, The Theories of Surplus Value, edited and misedlted
by Kautslty was, by Marx, considered Volume 4 of
~pttal, ond I always include those volumes as integral
to Capital.
12contrast this view of time by factory clock and
world market to Marx's concept, quoted at the_top of
my commentary, which maint_ains that time is the
••place of human development." The same totally
different world relates to all the crltlcisms piled on
"1mmiserat1on" as against Marx's insistence that,
be the worker's payment "high or low." capltcd
("value big with value") "vampire-like" sucks him
dry of "free individuality." {See the whole of Part
vtt, "Accumulation of Capital," and the penultimate
chapter, "The Historical Tendency of Capitalist
Accumulntlon." CapiUI.l, I.).
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1.3rn The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,
Marx e:(plained why Jt was he considered intellectuals
"petty bourgeois" iike "shopkeepers," though in "their
education and individual pos1tion they mlsy be separated from them aS widely as heaven from earth. What
makes them representative-s of thP pE>tty hourgeolsie is
the fact that in their minds they do not go beyond the
limits which the latter dR __1_!9t_go beyor_~_c;i .i.'l __l_H~. ___that _
~------------··---------·-they are~COnsequentiY drtyen theoretically to the same
tasks and solutions to which material' interests and
social poslUon practically drive the latter."
14Marcuse surely make_s no secret of this, wltl'.
the sole excepiton that the 1'960 new preface to Reason
and Revolution.• originally published in 1941, isp;;:sented as if the author had not undergone some very
fundamental changes that were quite discontinuous,
We have been friendly enemies for many years, arld I
believe the first serious ·change· is seen in his reexamination of Marxism that he wrote as Preface, in
195?: to my Marxism and Freedom, (It has been recently rep:oduced in the 4th English edition of my work,)

i

~~Hegel, Science of Logic, Vol, II, p, 476, In
the new 1-volume translation by A. V. Miller. the
quotation appears on p. 834. (N.Y., Humamites Press)~
_ l6The idea of permanent revolution was first
developed by Marx ·after the defeat of the 1848 revolutions, in his 1850 Address to the Communist League.
lt has been developed, first, by Trotsky who, howe•Jer, whlle holding to the concept of world
~
_rcvoluUon, nevertheless introduced a duality into
it by glossing over the revolutionary role of the
peasantry. TJ1en, in the hands of Mdo as "unL"lterrupted revolution," it not only violated the Hegelian
concept of negation of negation by "declaring" it
"non-existent," but Marx's concept of proletarian
revolution which got lowered to "cultural revolution,"
There are all kinds of ways of decapitating the
dialectic since the first revisionist, Bernstein,
found its revolutionary nature burdensome up until
the pre3ent Russian chief philosopher, Kedrov, who
tried to force a sepoJ.ratlon between Lenin's
Philosophic Notebooks. and the He-gelian concept
of negativity. See "Why Hegel? Why Now?" in
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